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US must honor the Paris
agreement (p. 6)
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Bearcats lose both games in the 12th Battle of Lex

The Supreme
Court is in
disagreement
with President
Obama about
whether or not
power plant
carbon emissions should
be restricted. The motion made
by Obama may get rejected, putting the reputation of the United
States into question.

BUSINESS 8
Strong sales growth promises success for Tesla (p. 9)
After three
quarters of
negative cash
flow, Tesla has
shaped up their
operation. Tesla finished 2015
with a $179
million positive
cash flow from
its fourth quarter core operations, boosted by a
serious growth in sales.

ARTS & STYLE 10
Kanye releases album TLOP
during Yeezy show (p. 11)
Kanye West’s
duality has
taken front and
center over his
artistry time
and time again.
As one takes a
look at some of
his more influential work, we
are reminded
of his roots in songs like “Jesus
Walks,” and “Good Morning.”

SCIENCE & TECH 12
Supreme Court suspends
Obama’s plan (p. 13)
In a recent 5-4
ruling, the Supreme Court
temporarily
blocked President Barack
Obama’s Clean
Power Plan.
The plan aims
to reduce United States’ carbon
dioxide emission, and it was a
major step toward honoring the
COP21 agreement.
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Baruch players ﬁght for a loose ball during the 12th annual Battle of Lex. The men’s team lost 73-58 on their homecourt to the Brooklyn College Bulldogs.
BY PAUL JOH & OMER SEMAN
SPORTS EDITOR & SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The Baruch College men’s and women’s basketball teams welcomed their CUNYAC rivals, the Brooklyn College Bulldogs, to the Athletics and Recreation Center to face off in the Bearcats 12th annual Battle of Lexington. The Lady Bearcats dropped the first game of the night, 67-45, and the Baruch
men’s team also lost to the Bulldogs, 73-58.
Hundreds of Baruch and Brooklyn fans gathered in the bustling arena to experience Baruch Athletics’ marquee event of the year. On one side of the
court was a sea of fans dressed in white custom shirts that read “Battle of Lex,” while on the other side stood various groups dressed in all kinds of costumes and outfits, looking for a chance to win this year’s 2016 Battle of Lex Ultimate Fan Contest. A roar of excitement echoed through the gymnasium
as the long-awaited Battle of Lex finally got under way. The Lady Bearcats kicked-off the spirited evening with a match against a surging Bulldogs team
seeking its fifth consecutive victory heading into Tuesday’s match. The Bulldogs were also fighting for the second seed in the CUNYAC standings, which
would give the team a first-round bye in the CUNYAC tournament.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

USG confirms Morissa Morris as representative senator

SPORTS 14
Jackson under pressure as
Knicks struggle (p. 15)
Phil Jackson
has yet to find
the success he
had hoped to
bring to the
team, raising the fans’
concerns of
whether or not
he will stay with the franchise in
the long term. Jackson has shown
a commitment to rebuilding
the Knicks by making changes
around the team.
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USG went into executive session to determine the next representative senator.
BY NICOLE CLEMONS
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
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Baruch College’s USG voted
in Morissa Morris, a Baruch senior,
as the 18th representative senator
during their second senate meet-

ing of the Spring semester.
After former representative
senator Alvin Daniel resigned on
Tuesday, Dec. 8, due to a scheduling conflict, USG has been on the
search for a replacement.
“Required by our constitution,

we have to have public notice of
[the open position] for at least two
weeks,” explained Annie Sourbis,
USG president.
“We had more [time] than
that because Alvin resigned
during the last meeting of the
Fall semester. We [advertised] in
our newsletter; we did it in the
Office of Student Life’s newsletter … we had the Facebook
event page and statuses; we had
physical fliers. For a [senate]
election, we went pretty hard,”
she continued.
To qualify for USG representative senator, the candidate must
have at least a 2.5 Baruch GPA,
take at least six credits for the
current semester, every cannot
sit on an executive board for another club or organization, and
they must be available for weekly
senate meetings each Tuesday
at 5:30 p.m.
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Increased funding is
always a win for CUNY

O

ne welcoming sign in the
2016-17 New York state
proposed executive budget, which looks to slash CUNY’s
funding by 25 percent, was Gov.
Andrew Cuomo earmarking
money for a new contract with
CUNY faculty and staff.
Faculty and staff have gone
without a raise for six years and
have worked without a contract
for five.
This $240 million gesture, on
behalf of the governor, is an important step for contract negotiations—if the budget is ultimately
approved by the state legislature—but it also reminds one of
the serious collective action issue plaguing CUNY: CUNY students and the faculty and staff are
seemingly being pitted against
each other.
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Women in Islam educates on gender inclusion

News Briefs
COMPILED BY
EDWIN MOREL
CUNY announced a new visa
program intended for immigrant
entrepreneurs, titled IN2NYCA
on Feb. 18 in partnership with
the New York City Economic
Development Corporation. New
York will be the first city in the
country to offer a program like
IN2NYCA, which gives students
and professors the opportunity
to build companies in exchange
for a special work that is exempt
from the quotas. Seven CUNY
campuses will work in coherence with the program: Baruch
College, City College, the College of Staten Island, LaGuardia
Community College, Lehman
College, Medgar Evers College
and Queens College. Applications will be accepted in late
spring and the program will begin in the 2016 fall semester.
________________________
Mayor Bill de Blasio spoke
on Feb. 16 in Red Hook in defense of his $2.5 billion Brooklyn-Queens Connector streetcar proposal. The streetcar
would cut travel times along the
Brooklyn-Queens waterfront for
700,000 New Yorkers, according
to the Mayor’s office. It would
cost the same price as a MetroCard swipe. The transfer system
is still in question because there
is no guaranteed cooperation
with the MTA, which is statecontrolled. Gov. Andrew Cuomo
said he does not know enough
about the project to make a decision on funding just yet and
thinks it sounds like a city project, according to CBS News.
________________________
The City University of New
York was named a “Military
Friendly” university in 2016 in
recognition of its programs for
veterans, members of the armed
forces leaving military services,
and their military spouse. It is
the first and largest university
in America to be named in 2016
for its program, which is designated by Victory Media, who
founded the program 13 years
ago. Baruch College was one of
17 schools included in the active military campuses, which
is among the more than 1,400
schools and 220 employers
across the nation designated as
military friendly.
________________________
Education unions and public-university officers spoke at a
six-and-a-half-hour joint State
Senate and Assembly Higher
Education Committee hearing on Feb. 8, questioning Gov.
Cuomo’s proposal to make the
city pay $485 million more for
CUNY or to face reductions.
Professional Staff Congress of
CUNY President Barbara Bowen
said that more resources should
be added to the system because
inflation-adjusted per-student
state funding for senior colleges
has fallen by 17 percent since the
2008 recession.
________________________
While the state spending plan
for Illinois is still in debate, Gov.
Bruce Rauner wants the state
to approve the budget of K-12
education to remain the same.
Although he did not give an explanation to how he would fund
the increase, Rauner wants the
bill to include a $130 million increase for early childhood education. It would potentially be
the first time in seven years that
the foundation level for education is fully funded.

BY EDWIN MOREL
NEWS EDITOR
Proverbially known as a commuter school, Baruch’s club life is
overlooked, and often, students
rush to lectures and internship
fairs in lieu of getting involved with
the clubs around campus. Over 100
clubs reflect the diversity of the
college’s population—their interests, talents and cultures—giving
students an opportunity to connect with one another on common
grounds. Led by their club president Naja Aldefri, Women in Islam
has its place in the Baruch’s oncampus mosaic of clubs, working
diligently to make students more
aware of Islamic practices.
“As the president, as a woman
and someone who wears a hijab,
I feel like there is a lot of misconception about women being oppressed, being told that they aren’t
being themselves or that their parents or male dominant are giving
orders,” said Aldefri.
At Baruch, Women in Islam
connects the culture of Islam with
the business world in America, empowering and motivating business
students to not restrict themselves.
The club encourages its members
to be more outgoing and social by
fostering an on-campus community and works to demonstrate the
actual role of women in Islam.
According to Aldefri, people often misunderstand the dress practices of Muslim women: “coveringup” is not a form of oppression. The
hijab is an open form of expression;
appearance is a representation of
oneself and having the option to
dress with a hijab is empowering.
Aldefri explained, “The way you
dress and the way you look does
not make you more free. If I have
great faith, and I believe in God or
dress a certain way, then I am free
because I chose to dress this way.”
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Women in Islam keep their club room VC 3-227 as a prayer room, open for students to fulﬁll their religious obligations.
Women in Islam stresses the
notion that Islam promotes gender
equality. By linking life and culture in the United States with the
Islamic practices, the club seeks
to inform students about how the
religion fits into the framework
of American life, specifically in
regards to promoting education
for women. More importantly,
through regular meetings, the club
and its leaders teach that relying
on others is not the way to get by.
“We get rid of this idea by providing women with resources, more
knowledge and different topics [at
the meetings],” said Aldefri.
The club holds a general meeting every Tuesday, exploring topics related to Islam, to gauge the
interest of students curious to learn
about Women in Islam. They aim to
get students involved by discussing
more than just religion, giving them
the opportunity to also learn about
time management as a student,
how to communicate better and
how to be happy with themselves.
“Personally, I try to have topics that

will include things that students
go through and, at the same time,
linking it to religion. For example,
how to manage stress—how did the
Prophet manage stress? How to be
a better person, before you can be a
better Muslim,” said Aldefri.
Students are kept involved in
the club through presentations
from public speakers who offer
their views of the culture and the
religion in a broader context. The
events held by Women In Islam
aim to make students more spiritual and confident. By folding in Islamic lessons with lessons on communication, students are taught to
be themselves and to not be afraid
of representing themselves.
Most recently, Women In Islam
partnered with Baruch’s Muslim
Student Association for an event
about preventing Islamophobia,
further addressing misconceptions
about the religion and how equality is extremely important in practicing the faith.
Their main focuses—and most
successful meetings and events, ac-

cording to Aldefri—have involved
teaching that Islam is not a religion
that discriminates. The religion is
not only practiced by Asians, Africans or Arabs, and Women in Islam
plans to continue to inform students about the widespread practice of Islam.
Aldefri believes that is important for students to empower
themselves by formulating their
identities through their own decisions. Aside from teaching the
practicalities of the religion and
providing tips to being an effective student and contributor to the
world, Women in Islam also offers
fashion tips, teaching women how
to simultaneously be modest and
fashionable.
They are an active part of student life at Baruch, offering students the opportunity to pray in
a quiet area and the opportunity
to learn more about the role of
women in Islam. The club holds
regular meetings and is open to
all students, regardless of gender
of religion.

USG elects Morissa Morris as a representative senator
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
USG also requires the candidates to submit their resume
and unofficial transcript, and
then they had to prepare a twominute speech in front of the
senate along with a question and
answer session.
Nardine Salama, USG’s executive vice president, also serves as
the chairperson of the senate and,
as according to the USG Constitution, is “responsible for facilitating the recruitment of candidates
for any vacant positions within
the senate.”
“But the thing that Nardine has
done differently from the past is
that she has them come into an interview with her because the chair
of the senate is always in charge of
senate elections,” said Sourbis.
When the candidates came in
for interviews, Salama recorded
the conversations and transcribed
what was said. Four of the initial
candidates dropped out of running after the interview stage of
the process.
For this representative senator
election, 13 Baruch undergraduates applied and seven were present for the Feb. 18 elections.
With USG’s term coming to a
close, Sourbis explained that they
were looking for a candidate who
could quickly assimilate to being
a senator.
“Being that we’re not starting
from the summer like most people
so far, we needed somebody who’s
a fast learner and can pick up from
where we are and can keep the ball
rolling and can just support the
team. It’s the last semester so we’re
trying to leave with a big bang like
every USG does, so we really need
somebody there that can support
us and keep our focus and keep us
going,” explained Sourbis.
Morris is majoring in corporate

communications and psychology.
Morris held positions in USG on
the disciplinary board and is the
vice-chair of student services.
As vice chair of student services, Morris assisted Candice
Chatterpaul, the vice president
of student services, “with all of
the events and initiatives she’s in
charge of. Most recently, our focus has been on finalizing all the
details for Bearcats On Ice coming
up on March 10th and auditioning
people for Baruch’s Got Talent,”
explained Morris.
During Morris’ two-minute
speech to the senate she explained
that a piece of advice she carries with her inspired her to join
USG and run for representative
senator.
“When I was a teenager, I was
offered a really important piece
of advice that I carry with me to
this day. That is that you should
approach every opportunity, not
thinking how it can benefit you
but thinking how it can benefit the
people that are giving you this opportunity,” said Morris.
“What can I do to make a difference? Is there something that I
can personally contribute to this
organization that can create a lasting impact, not just for me but
for everyone?”
Morris said that as a freshman
at Baruch, she was in the “true
commuter mindset” and did not
participate in student life clubs,
organizations or events.
“If I was approached in my first
year here by someone like the senators, I would have become more
involved and started enjoying my
time at Baruch much sooner. I
decided to run for representative
senator because I wanted to help
people break out of the cycle I was
stuck in and see Baruch as I see it
now,” said Morris.
Sourbis said that one of the

things that stood out in Morris’
speech was how well thought out
and passionate it was.
“It was honestly an inspiring
speech, as far as I’ve heard senate
speeches before and for me, personally,” said Sourbis.
Morris mentioned her liberal arts degree and how she has
learned the importance of two
things: how to talk and how to
think. Sourbis said Morris’ mentioning how detrimental these

things are really stood out.
In the position, Morris says she
will be advocating for the voice of
the students she is representing.
“My biggest goal is to get more
students involved in a tough
commuter culture, which is obviously not an easy thing to do.
If I am able to make a few decisions that will help some fellow Bearcats feel more included,
I’ll know I’m doing a good job,”
said Morris.
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Morissa Morris will replace Alvin Daniel as a representative senator of USG.
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Bearcats celebrate black history with poetry, dance and education
BY JONATHAN SPERLING
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
In an exemplary display of pride
and festivity, the Black History
Month committee continued their
line of events dedicated to celebrating the various aspects of AfricanAmerican culture last week, with
plenty of dancing, poetry and food.
The trilogy of events began on
Tuesday, with “Move Ya’ Body!,”
which consisted of an exhilarating dance workout led by Natalia
Maldonado, a trained health and
wellness expert, fitness guru and
yoga instructor.
“What I am teaching, IntenSati,
is about empowerment and about
feeling good in your skin and the
body you are in right now,” said
Maldonado, a self-proclaimed
“Wellness Warrior” and veteran
of both the NYPD and the United
States Air Force.
“It really is to teach the student
that you can shift your energy in a
second. That moment when you
feel anxiety, frustration, or if someone pissed you off in school or the
train, you have the power to shift
that ... At the end I want them to feel
stronger; I want them to feel alive,
and I want them to feel empowered, knowing that there is no one
that can take their peace, no situation that they cannot handle. And
they are stronger and braver than
ever before,” she added.
Participants of the event began
by coating their hands in orangescented oils and were then led into
a fast-paced dance workout consisting of gyrating, bobbing and
uppercuts interlaced with positive
affirmations such as, “I am one of a
kind,” “I am inspired” and “I am a
creative genius.”
“Black History Month is a celebration. This month we [the Black
History Month committee] wanted
to celebrate the themes of culture,
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The Black History Month committee hosts a poetry slam in the Baruch cafe (left)—the ﬁrst time an event was held in the space—where students shared their stories on
growing up black and on black culture. Students danced as part of an exercise (right) that works to relieve stress and anxiety and calm the mind and body.
community, health, and wellness,”
explained Imeh Usoroh, economics major and Black History Month
committee member.
“I want students to walk away
with some knowledge of fitness, of
being able to know that you don’t
need a typical gym to workout and
get fit and well. You can do anything as long as you have some music ... moving and dancing is very
big in African culture.”
Usoroh also helped to create
that day’s second event, “Speak Yo’
Peace!,” a live performance showcase of African American culture
as told by Baruch students and
their friends.
“Baruch being a business
school, 80 percent of the students
are finance or accounting [majors].
I think the event promotes the arts
a little bit more, and it is something
that Baruch lacks,” said Rudra Persaud, who performed Sam Cooke’s

“A Change is Gonna Come” along
with his friend, Julius Jones. “It’s
good that people can come see
other students’ talents and meet
other students in the community,
[Baruch] being a commuter school
and all”.
With a stage and plenty of seating, one might find it surprising that
the event was the first of its kind to
make use of Baruch’s bookstore as
a venue, but the venue choice was
an easy one to make, according to
the event’s creators.
“I would really like to spread
that message of peace and culture
to everyone that comes across here.
To get the poetic vibe, the cafe vibe
going on, is why I did it in here,”
said Urosoh, who also made sure
that a wide array of bagels, cupcakes, cookies, coffee and tea were
provided to event-goers.
The week was capped by “AfroLatino Peoples, Politics, and Cul-

ture,” a live, musical performance
and history lesson wrapped into an
event headed by hip-hop activist
Monica Carillo.
“The event is important to Baruch because it helps students to
understand how complex our Latin
American culture is. I have a lot
of experience here [inthe United
States] where many people do not
believe that I am Afro-Peruvian.
They believe that I am from Jamaica
or from the Carribean,” said Carillo,
whose presentation on African diaspora and slavery was accompanied
by rich poetry and song.
“It is important to understand
African slavery, the trans-Atlantic
trade, and how we are still living
and facing situations as a result of
the trans-Atlantic trade,” she said.
The event marked the fourth
time that Carillo had visited Baruch, much to the delight of
the Department of Black and

Latino Studies.
“What this event does is bring
together the two halves of the
Black and Latino Studies Department,” explained Arthur Lewin,
professor in the Department of
Black and Latino Studies. “Baruch
is a very diverse college, it used to
be the most diverse college in the
country, and this is a way of celebrating these particular heritages.”
Baruch’s Black History Month
events will continue throughout
the month of February and early
March. A professional panel featuring Baruch alumni will share their
personal experiences in Corporate
America while being Black, on Feb.
22. The month of events will conclude with the Black Student Union
Fashion Show on March 4. It will be
in the 23rd Street building in the
Mason Hall and will be the 10th
annual fashion show held to showcase talent and black culture.
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When it comes to the budget,
more funding is always a win
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Thanks to the 2011 Rational Tuition Plan, which was implemented
in 2011 and raised tuition $300 each year for five years, students have
been emptying their pockets with the promise that their money would
go toward a new contract for PSC. This year the Rational Tuition Plan
expires, so the USS has been lobbying CUNY leaders and lawmakers to
freeze tuition, calling on the state to better fund CUNY.
In order to sidestep the fact that tuition increases have been and
probably will continue to be linked with retroactive pay increases—PSC
President Barbara Bowen testified before lawmakers that an additional
$100 million will need to be allocated to settle the contract dispute—for
faculty and staff, student government and PSC have focused their efforts on Albany, demanding more funding from the state.
Students and faculty and staff have successfully presented a unified
front before lawmakers, but the fact that funding needs to come from
somewhere has created fissures beneath the surface of the united effort.
Dr. Terrence Martell, chair of the University Faculty Senate and Baruch professor, spoke at a USG meeting in the Fall semester, asking student government to fight with the UFS to get the Rational Tuition Plan
extended—an oppositional stance to what PSC has been lobbying for.
“You’re making an investment in human capital today and tomorrow,”
said Martell.
Some representative senators in Baruch USG, last semester, questioned how CUNY can survive without students funding their own education, and some did not necessarily view the unified-front approach
being taken by organizations within the university as ideal. Before
USG voted to pass a USS resolution calling for a tuition freeze, USG
executive vice president Nardine Salama said, “Before a bill even gets
passed, [USS] just want[s] to show legislators there is unity, and we
don’t want rational increases. I know it’s not the best because we don’t
know what the alternative is, but that’s where we’re at.”
While it is important for students, faculty and staff to lobby lawmakers for a bigger CUNY budget and to look out for one another, it is also
important to realize two things.
One, dissenting opinions from within the CUNY community spurs
discussion and thought and will only help to foster creative solutions
to our problems from within our walls. Two, it is important to recognize that a win for one party does not mean a loss for the other. A
win for CUNY—in the form of contract money or frozen tuition—is
a win for CUNY.

Students in need of debt forgiveness
The cost of college has increased exponentially over the last
few decades, and as public funding decreases, more and more students are forced to turn to federal student loans to cover their
educational expenses.
In Houston, a man by the name of Winford P. Aker claimed that he
was recently arrested by U.S. marshals for not paying back a student
loan taken in 1987. Aker was sued by the federal government for his unpaid debt; but in actuality, he was arrested for ignoring multiple court
summons regarding his case. After the judge presiding over his case issued a warrant, the marshals stepped in as an enforcing entity.
Here in New York, we have the Get on Your Feet Loan Forgiveness
Program. According to its website, the program “provides up to 24
months of federal student loan debt relief to recent NYS college graduates…whose payments are generally capped at 10 percent of their discretionary income.” Student loan debt should not be pursued with a
vengeance. In this economy, it makes more sense to institute forgiveness programs. Post-graduation forgiveness is a safety net for college
students who are worried about the job market and the prospect of going into debt for higher education in the first place.
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US must honor the Paris agreement
The United States has to pass climate change rules in order to maintain relationships with other countries

T

he Supreme Court provisionally overruled President
Barack Obama’s declaration
to significantly limit the amount of
coal emission from power plants.
Last December, Paris served as a
summit for major world leaders to
convene and discuss an effective
plan to undertake climate change.
The president assured the world
that the United States would propel the plan to fight global warming; his plan, theoretically, involves
cutting down the amount of carbon emitted into the atmosphere
through regulation.
This agreement impelled other
nations, whose population and
working needs also produce drastic
levels of pollutants, to follow suit,
including China and India. Members of the Supreme Court voiced
opinions about the effectiveness
of the plan. The discussion put a
pause on the act due to the fact
that the president’s plan would potentially yield job shutdowns and
significant increases in cost.
However, the only reason other
major nations such as China and
India actually committed to doing their part in the battle against
global warming was because of
Obama’s commitment. The president’s ambitious plan has been
expected to cut down emissions
by nearly one-third in under
two decades.
It is the duty of the United States
to set the standard for behavior that
works to better the world. Our na-

tion is governed by powerful and
well-connected leaders who sometimes consciously elide influential
constructs in their decisions. If our
country does not step-up and keep
its word, then other countries will
undoubtedly refuse to comply with
their own rules.
Unfortunately, the Supreme
Court’s decision to pause the enactment of the proposed legislation may set the nation back in its
fight against climate change. This
may serve as an early indicator
to other nations that the United
States will renege on its promise,
prompting them to back out of the
Paris agreement.
The ladder to climate change is
crucial to climb, and the most important step—getting world powers
to agree and propose plans within
their respective countries—has
been achieved. The next step is the
actual implementation of these
laws. Environmental defects have
already negatively impacted the
health and welfare of citizens in
every country. Global warming has
encapsulated the globe and has
melted polar icecaps in otherwise
cold regions of the world, triggering the near extinction of various
species of animals.
Strides toward environmental
regulation and protection can only
be made when the United States,
along with other major super powers, follows through on their promises. Environmentalists are concerned that this decision will evolve

into the case of the Kyoto Protocol,
in which advancements toward climate change had been made until
George W. Bush pulled the nation
out of the agreement.
It is unprecedented that these
regulations may likely not be
passed during Obama’s presidency, which was his intention during
his declaration in Paris. Obama
intended to get these new laws
in motion so that they would be
passed right after his second term
as president ended.
But the current presidential
election instills some hope that
these climate change regulations will be passed after Obama
steps down.
The Republican candidates
mostly deny the existence or significance of the effects of global
warming. The Democratic candidates, however, have pledged
full support for tackling malicious
carbon emissions.
The aftermath of waiting this
imperative decision out can be
detrimental to other participants
such as civilians and animals alike.
A resolution is especially called
for at this critical point in Obama’s
presidency. Although the Supreme
Court wants to have a rational discussion prior to enacting any of
these regulations, these regulations
should be agreed upon as soon as
possible for the better.
-Yelena Dzhanova
Pol. Sci. ’19

Beyonce’s “Formation” faces criticism
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A

bout 118 million people witnessed Beyonce’s spectacular halftime performance
during the 2016 Super Bowl on
Feb. 7. Viewers did not expect the
incorporation of various tributes to
black history throughout the show
by performers clad in uniforms inspired by the Black Panther Party.
Beyonce’s performance of her
new song “Formation,” a striking
anthem that reinforces black pride,
despite living in a country with a
history of racial oppression, prominently displayed a Black Power fist.
In the music video, the words
“stop killing us” are on a wall, in reference to excessive police violence
toward African Americans. Many
other references to the Black Lives
Matter movement are interspersed
throughout the video.
Some have termed her halftime
performance as “race-baiting,”
“hate speech” and an “attack on
police officers.” This accusatory
censure is misguided at best.
It may come as a surprise to

some, but Beyonce happens to be
black. It is her right as an AfricanAmerican to bring to light any racial injustices that she perceives.
It is her duty as an ethical human
being to use any means possible
to stand against such injustices. If
oppression is taking place, there
should not be a limit as to how activists expose it.
They should be able to push for
any cause they feel affects them
negatively. These are core principles of not only the civil rights
movement but also of any human
rights campaign.
The critics refuse to grasp why
members of the black community
are upset. Instead, critics attempt
to invalidate the concerns of black
Americans and view the performance as a personal slight. A rift
of perception clearly exists; nobody is saying that police officers
are bad, but the indictment rate
of police officers compared to the
indictment rate of cases not involving police-officer defendants is too

great in disparity.
U.S.
attorneys
prosecuted
162,000 federal cases in 2010, and
grand juries failed to return an indictment in just 11 of those cases.
However, when police shootings
come before grand juries, officers
seem to be immune to indictments.
In Dallas, for example, grand juries
indicted just one out of 81 police
shooting cases between 2008 and
2012. This remarkably low indictment rate illustrates the poor record of holding the police accountable.
Beyonce’s performance at the
Super Bowl is just one small part
of the big picture. At the end of the
day, the outcry is not really about
Beyonce’s halftime performance; it
is a clash between people who support the institution of law enforcement as it currently exists and people who think that the institution as
it stands needs to be re-examined.
-Kevin Kim
CIS ’17
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Strict admissions crucial Internet playing key role this election
In order to maintain standards, college entry must remain difficult

S

enior year in high school is
one of the busiest and most
stressful times of a teenager’s
life, as the pressure of college applications and building a successful and attractive portfolio lead to
many a sleepless night.
Explaining to a college why
they should accept you—when the
main reasons you want to attend
is for parties and social life—is
difficult.
Moreover, it is hard to tell if the
application accurately captures
the aptitude of a high school student.
This has always been a debate.
With the way things work, it is just
horrid to think that one student is
chosen over another because he
or she has two fewer hours of community service, or got an A as opposed to an A+ in a course.
If a college accepted every
single applicant, that college’s performance would definitely be lowered, as all students would be at
different academic abilities—but
would nonetheless be taking the
same courses.
The question remains: should
people who do less than average
have the same educational opportunities as someone who does
more than average?
This should not be a “this or
that” argument. If a person struggles in honors classes, he or she
should still be considered equally
as an applicant who achieves a 4.0
in regular classes.
Likewise, standards should not
be lowered to be able to accept
more students among colleges.
A well-respected school should
not lower its college admission
requirements to accept people
who would not be able to fulfill its
expectations. The requirements
and application process are gru-

eling for all admissions panels
on the grounds that they decide
which applicants have the educational history and motivation
that will allow them to thrive in
their curriculum.
I am not saying that anyone
whose GPA falls under a 3.0 with
stellar recommendation letters
should be denied a quality education. Everyone deserves an education, but students should not be in
a school that would set them up
for failure because they could not
keep up with an institution’s standards. The board should not throw
a new swimmer into the deep end
with the hopes that he or she does
not drown.
If a student shows potential
to succeed in a certain college or
university, he or she should be in
an environment with peers who
also show promise. Accepting
struggling students, who would
only lower standards, would
negatively affect the education
across campus.
High school seniors fail to
see that two years at community
college followed by two years at
university offers many benefits.
It allows them to get major prerequisites out of the way in an
environment that aims to educate
people on all levels of intellect and
learning paces.
A good student will thrive
in any environment, but that is
not the same case for someone
who struggles in a classroom
environment.
College admissions are stressful, nerve-wracking and, at times,
discouraging. But every student
deserves an education that will
help him or her to succeed.
-Nicole Caropolo
Journalism ’17

THE POLITICKER

STEPHEN ELLIOTT

P

residential election year politics have a tendency to be
wild and frenzied, given how
much is at stake. Candidates try
in all their earnest to capture the
collective will of their electorate
by condensing complexly formed
and intensely felt opinions into
recyclable sound bites to be plastered on bumper stickers. This particular cycle has taken on a life of
its own, as the old folk who stand
behind the lectern are increasingly
subjected to the haphazard will
of technology they do not understand. Despite the millions of dollars candidates pay their experts
to strategize social media, few
seem to have anything more than
a tenuous grasp of hashtags and
viral campaigns.
From Jeb Bush’s “Guac Bowl”
to Bernie Sanders memes, even
to Hillary Clinton’s cringe-fueled
tweets, the experience of politics
for voters younger than 35 is determined by the Internet. Their
opinions are delicately molded by
jokes, tweets and vines—not by
substantive campaign promises.
And as many of us know by now,
the youth do not vote—until now.
The zeitgeist seems to say that
the average American is appalled
by the establishment in either
wing. The piteous dependence
on parasitic special interests has
sullied the names of many runof-the-mill politicians, even by

association. And while it is wise to
trust experience, involvement on
Capitol Hill seems to do more bad
than good for candidates. Hence,
the standouts this year have been
Donald Trump and Sanders, both
of whom are detested by their
respective parties.
Trump, the businessman,
draws much of his popularity by
“not being one of them,” while
Sanders, the self-proclaimed
Democratic socialist of the bunch,
was long cast-off as the crazy old
guy with weird hair who wants to
save the world, like Al Gore.
What this unlikely duo has in
common is their appeal to the
common folk; their populist rhetoric is a soothing panacea to the
reviling false promises of career
politicians. The populist reformation has taken hold in America in
response to the failures of our politicians to effect meaningful change
in an era of endless flux. Save for
the tricorn hats and peacoats, the
modern revolutionaries unknowingly wield the power of the Internet. Sanders’ support is amplified
by well-educated youths stifled
by student loans and an economy
not befitting of their skills. Their
penchant for memes, meta jokes
and pop culture references rouses
deep emotional attachments to the
Sanders campaign. Their steadfast
belief in the power of democratic
socialism is insurmountable, and
the affectionately and aptly named
“Bernie Bros” take to the comments section of just about any
website they can get their clammy
hands on to defend it.
Trump, perhaps the most peculiar case in electoral history since
Ronald Reagan, does not garner
his popularity solely from racist xenophobes. There is a growing contingent of supporters who began
supporting him as a joke but have
since drank enough of the Kool Aid

to see logic in his platform. Viral
videos like the “You Can’t Stump
the Trump” series elevate Trump
to the status of a god and boast a
significant number of views. The
logic these jokesters have discovered is that Trump’s election is the
fourth horse of the apocalypse for
a political system that has failed
these young, professional men
who feel abandoned by the policies of the Obama administration.
To them, Trump’s election means
the dawn of a new era, the peaceful
revolution. These Democrat defectors found solace in the “moderate
views” of Trump, views that speak
to their growing discomfort with
the direction American society is
heading in. Trump’s rejection of
the notion of “political correctness” enables these marginalized
groups to speak freely among one
another, rattling off as many highly
rationalized, thinly veiled racist
comments as they like.
Whether it is their unwavering support for the police, their
distrust of immigrants and refugees, or their fervent abhorrence
of anything Washington-politics
related, these Trump supporters
find common ground with their
faceless Internet buddies. The
number of Facebook pages posting pro-Trump material fueled
by backlash against “the liberals”
seem to be multiplying by mitosis;
a similar phenomenon is sweeping the Sanders campaign. The
populist reformation, carried by
the broad shoulders of the Internet, is undoubtedly a turning point
in American politics, the culmination of decades of the textbook
principal-agent problem.
And no matter who becomes
the next King Washington, whether the crown falls on a bald head
or a toupee, the message is clear:
the electorate is finally holding the
capitol liable for their mistakes.

Sanders adopts FDR’s tactics in election Candidates battle it out
The presidential hopeful shares remarkable similarities to one of the US’s most decorated presidents

The 2016 Presidential Election exudes exceptional belligerence

W

T

ith his win of the New
Hampshire
primary,
Bernie
Sanders
has
doomed the Clinton campaign.
New Hampshire primary results
typically determine the backdrop for the remainder of the
nomination process.
His platform to break the banks,
annihilate student debt and install
a single-payer Health Care-forall system have generated a successful and historic interest in the
American people.
Yet will Sanders’ outsider
populist message be able to the
defeat the Clinton firewall of minority voters in Nevada and South
Carolina? It is a very real possibility and one that will be of great
interest to watch on the road to
Super Tuesday.
But hold on a minute. Let us
talk about Sanders’ platform for
a second because some have argued that we have seen this before.
Last month in an interview with
Al Jazeera, famed MIT professor
and political philosopher Noam
Chomsky called Sanders, a “New
Dealer” politician. One who, as
Chomsky states, is someone far left
and fancies huge sweeping changes, as did Franklin Roosevelt in his
time.
Noted radio talk show host
and progressive Thom Hartmann
has called Sanders the next FDR
which, as popular as Hartmann is,
gives the progressive liberal something to be excited about.
Other than the socialist attack,
which Sanders has embraced, especially when Marco Rubio finally
acknowledged the Democrat’s existence back when he won third
place in the Iowa Caucus, there has
not been a real Republican attack
on Sanders.
We will not be seeing Repub-

lican attack ads on Sanders for a
little while. But in anticipation,
and given that he has been called
a “New Dealer” and “the next
FDR,” will these attacks from the
Republicans be the same Roosevelt faced when constructing the
New Deal? Well, yes, but they will
be much more brutal and vicious
than ever as political polarization has never been more visible
considering Sanders’ position on
the political spectrum.
Roosevelt was able to keep a
lid on things. Times were different; a much scarier Great Depression had over 20 percent of
Americans unemployed.
Banks had ceased lending
out money; Wall Street was a
deregulated pigsty, and everyone was desperate for answers.
So when Roosevelt announced
his “New Deal” initiative, there
were cheers for it, but also some
considerable jeers.
Republicans had argued that
his New Deal initiative to have
bank holidays and these “Alphabet
soup” programs like the National
Recovery Administration, Tennessee Valley Authority, and Works
Progress Administration would
be an invasion of property rights,
cost a considerable amount of
money and would not succeed in
the long run.
Due to Roosevelt’s excellent
politicking though, he was able to
form a “New Deal” coalition of big
business interests and farmers that
Republicans could not override
in Congress.
This, in turn, helped him not
only achieve his agenda, but also
allowed him to win the elections.
But Sanders is only going
against another progressive who
thinks his policies go too far. During Roosevelt’s time, there was

considerable opposition in the
president’s own political ideology.
Leftist critics like Father Coughlin
and Francis Townsend spoke ill of
the New Deal in the 1930s because
it did not go far enough. One popular critic of this time was Sen. Huey
Long of Louisiana.
A serious contender to Roosevelt in the 1936 election, his
“Share the Wealth” plan promised to do such things as capping
people’s personal fortunes at $50
million each and provided a yearly
stipend for all families living below
the poverty line.
Activists and politicians do
not pop up in that national spotlight anymore because Sanders is
as far left as mainstream politics
can handle. He embodies a progressive movement that has suffered the political equivalent of
sun deprivation.
To see anyone in opposition
to Sanders like this will not arise
again unless there is some sort of
rebirth of the progressive-era after
this election cycle concludes.
Republicans will be whipping
out the big guns against the Democrats when the conventions are
done, and we really know who will
progress onto the general election.
In the case of a Sanders nomination, it is going to be more like a
nuclear bomb full of attacks that
will most certainly echo back to
Roosevelt’s opposition during the
New Deal years.
That opposition was pretty anemic back then, but times change,
and Sanders’ campaign managers
will really need to think through
how they will defend “the next
FDR” against his political rivals in
the months to come.
-Zack Schiavetta
Journalism ’19

he current election, particularly among the Republican
candidates, surpasses ordinary bullying. There are many
strong personalities involved.
Hectoring is usually done when
a candidate behaves unpleasantly,
forcefully, or boisterously toward
an opponent in order to get votes
on his or her own behalf.
Occasionally hectoring among
candidates can be slight. John McCain, in his 2008 campaign against
Barack Obama, sang “Bomb,
bomb, bomb Iran,” in order to
push his hawkish foreign policy
credentials onto rallying voters
Lying and distortion have categorized this election. A crowded
field comprised of 17 Republicans
propagates outrageous promises
made to the public in order to
garner political support.
Donald Trump comes immediately to mind. But he is not the
only one in the crowded arena
where bullying—oral and cyber—is a currency of the realm
used to elbow rivals. The laundry
list of lies, incendiary language
and slanderous remarks among
candidates occurs too frequently
to enumerate.
The Democrats are without
sin, compared to the Republicans;
Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders keep the hot air to a minimum.
The United States is facing a
crisis of discontent and is rethinking its fundamental values, and
the 2016 election is a laboratory of
competing ideologies.
Factors such as unemployment, student debt, racism, the
predominant role of banks, real estate, big money and the shrinking
middle class have left a bad taste in
the mouths of voters.
Voters are hankering for jobs
in order to achieve the good

life America promises yet does
not deliver; they want a plan to
face the economic, cultural and
existential crises.
They are looking for remedies
and are open to listening to unconventional solutions. Some
yearn to turn the clock back. Others are demagogic, and some,
surprisingly, are progressive.
It is not arguable that the old
standbys like Madeleine Albright
and Gloria Steinem are out of
touch with women, the middle
classes and the young.
This brings up a capable Hillary
Clinton who has been the object
of unremitting bullying for almost
a quarter-century at the hands of
the Republicans; through innuendoes, whispers and outrageous
assertions, her person and reputation have been blackened far before this election even started.
Is it fair to ask if the male-dominated political establishment is
afraid of a strong female? Why
is the bar higher for her than say
Trump, Cruz or Rubio?
Even a “democratic socialist”
like Sanders, who comes off to
some as robotic, cold and weakwilled, gets more support among
women voters and the youth vote.
And yet, eight years of global
recession engineered by Wall
Street, has led to little effective
organization among demoralized
candidates who can take the government back into their hands. As
such, voters will respond to outsiders like Trump and Sanders in
the hope that life will become better for the average American.
Otherwise, the power of the almighty dollar will motivate them
to vote against their interests.
-Robert Cambria
Journalism
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Thousands of automobiles recalled due to faulty Takata air bags
BY VICKIE SAVVIDES
STAFF WRITER

The Daimler AG automotive corporation released a statement that it
is recalling more than 705,000 Mercedes-Benz models in the first two
months of 2016. The announcement
comes after the discovery that the
air bags made by Takata Corporation are not safety-regulated.
The affected Mercedes cars
include the 2005–14 C-classes, Eclasses, GL-classes, M-classes and
SLK models. It also includes the
2006–12 R-classes and the 2011–14
SLS AMG models.
According to reports, the defect in the company’s PSDI-5 air
bags causes them to overinflate
and shoot shrapnel—small, sharp
metal pieces—into the passenger
compartment. These fragments can
be fatal, responsible for at least 10
deaths in the United States alone.
The implementation of the
new types of airbags is less than 20
years old. In the late 1990s, Takata
switched from tetrazole to ammonium nitrate as air bag propellants
because the company found the
compound to be more effective for
the rapid inflation required of the
safety feature. However, ammonium nitrate is more volatile and
is highly sensitive to temperature
changes and moisture. It requires
repeated inspection.
Because of the company’s negligence with recurring inspection over the past seven years, the
problems furthered. According to
the Senate Commerce Committee,
“Takata stopped safety audits of
problems with its air bags as early as
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Takata’s lack of safety inspection has forced 13 automakers to recall thousands of vehicles for having defective airbags.
2009 because they were too expensive.” Takata failed to move quickly
when reports of a problem surfaced.
The committee members voiced
concerns that Takata repeatedly
holds costs above company safety.
“The more evidence we see, the
more it paints a troubling picture
of a manufacturer that lacked concern,” said Sen. Bill Nelson, ranking
minority member of the committee.
The expansion of recalls due to
Takata products has increased the
total number of vehicles affected.
It currently includes approximately 19 million vehicles in the
United States.
Daimler AG itself is recalling a
total of 804,000 of its vehicles, which
include Sterling Bullet, Freightliner
and Sprinter heavy trucks and com-

mercial vans. The bulk of these are
in the Mercedes category. However,
Daimler is not the only automotive
company that faces recalls because
of Takata products. According to the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 12 other automakers,
including Bayerische Motoren Werke AG (BMW), Honda, Ford, Nissan
and Toyota, are facing vehicle recall.
Fellow German automaker Volkswagen, which too has been under
scrutiny (for cheating pollution
tests), is under inspection for the
Takata airbags. The number of vehicles under inspection is approximately 804,000, almost matching
those of the Mercedes-Benz. Included on the report are the 2006-2010
Passat and 2009-2014 Volkswagen
CC sedans.

Takata’s Kevin Kennedy, executive vice president of North America, relayed that it was “unacceptable to us and incompatible with
our safety mission for even one of
our products to fail to perform as
intended and to put people at risk.”
Thus far, the defect has
been blamed for 10 deaths and
approximately 100 injuries.
“We deeply regret each instance
in which a Takata airbag inflator
has ruptured, especially in those
cases where someone has been injured or killed,” said Kennedy. “We
understand how important it is to
the driving public, Congress, the
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration and our automaker
partners to address and resolve the
safety concerns raised by the airbag

ruptures, and we are committed to
doing everything in our power to
help achieve that goal.”
The NHTSA has organized and
prioritized the replacement of the
defective air bag inflators to ensure
that defective inflators are replaced
with safe ones as quickly as possible,
addressing the highest risks first.
The NHTSA has handled the
crisis thus far by selecting John D.
Buretta, principal deputy assistant
attorney general in the Department of Justice Criminal Division,
to “serve as independent monitor
in the Takata recalls,” according to
the administration.
According to Mark Rosekind,
NHTSA’s administrator, Buretta
was “selected from a group of outstanding applicants, and he and
his team bring tremendous experience in complex corporate investigations. They will play a significant
role in helping oversee Takata’s
compliance with its obligations under NHTSA enforcement orders,
and in implementing the Coordinated Remedy Program to accelerate and prioritize the largest, most
complex consumer safety effort in
U.S. history.”
The Mercedes brand has not reported airbag ruptures or injuries.
At this point, the company has yet to
release a statement as to which airbags it is recalling: those located on
the driver-side, the passenger-side,
side airbags or all three.
Takata has agreed to pay penalties of up to $200 million. Additionally, according to contractual agreement with the NHTSA, the company
is set to accelerate the process of
vehicle recall.

Twitter has difficult road ahead due to stagnated Q4 user growth
BY ELIZABETH DASH
STAFF WRITER

After several years of growth in
both user base and revenue, Twitter’s last quarter of 2015 was unimpressive. The company reported
stagnant user growth and a net loss
of $90 million.
In the fourth quarter of 2015,
Twitter reported a total of 320 million active monthly users. Although
this may seem like a large number, it
was the exact same number of users
reported in the prior period.
Revenue totaled $710 million
in the quarter, demonstrating a
48 percent increase year-overyear, but Twitter reported a net
loss of $90 million according to
GAAP standards.
In the report the company proclaims “2015 was another very
strong year for Twitter,” referring
to total revenue for the year, $2.2
billion.
In order to address potential
shareholder concerns about interest in the social media platform,
the company expressed that it has
already observed a rise in monthly
active usage in January—implying a
strong start to 2016.
Twitter, since its inception in
2006, has created a widespread network of active users, able to communicate with one another through
140 character “tweets.”
The social media company has
drastically increased in size and influence in the past five years.
Last year, Twitter co-founder
Jack Dorsey returned as chief executive in response to Twitter’s stock
declining 67 percent in value.
Dorsey has decreased the number of employees through officewide lay-offs and has made several appointments to the executive
board, including Kayvon Beykpour,
founder of Periscope, Twitter’s live
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Despite the return of CEO Jack Dorsey, Twitter posted a net loss of $90 million and reported no active user growth.
video streaming partner.
In its most recent earnings report, Twitter described goals that
it has set for the near future in order to give shareholders an idea of
how the company looks to right the
ship. The goals fall under five focus
areas: its live streaming video platform, creators, influencers, safety
and developers.
Twitter acknowledges that its
niche in the marketplace is its ability
to connect users with what goes on
in the world right as it is happening.
Twitter refers to this capabil-

ity as connecting individuals “live.”
The company envisions that if it focuses on those five priorities, it will
become the “first screen” for everything happening in the world—as
opposed to its current position as
the “second screen.”
To also spark shareholder interest and maintain investor loyalty, Twitter reported that total
advertising revenue was $641 million—thanks largely to its mobile
advertising service.
In addition to the five goals it set
for the overall business, Twitter out-

lined three initiatives that will foster
the growth of its advertising sector.
These initiatives include increasing marketers ROI, developing a stronger marketing “canvas”
and broadening the audience ads
will reach.
Additionally, its U.S. total revenue of $463 million far exceeded
international revenue, which totaled $247 million. Such a difference
illustrates that Twitter has potential
to grow its user base overseas.
While the social media company
has laid out all the groundwork for

the anticipated refinements in its
service, Twitter also pointed out
that there are aspects of the actual “tweeting” process that can
be enhanced.
First-time users tend to have
difficulty learning how to use the
social media platform due to small
“quirks,” like hashtags and tagging
people in a post.
Becoming a Twitter user not only
involves simply writing a tweet, but
also learning the lingo that has been
established among the network
of users.
Twitter’s latest timeline feature,
which allows users to view tweets
based on their favorites history, has
also become plagued with scrutiny
due to its seeming lack of practicality. Developers certify, however, that
once users learn the practicality of
the update and its implementation
is refined, it will be a valuable tool
that will attract new users.
In the conclusion of the earnings
report, Twitter projected quantitatively the progress that it will make
in 2016.
It estimates that total revenue
for the first quarter will be somewhere between $595 million and
$610 million. It also stated that
capital expenditures are likely to
be in the range of $300 million
to $425 million throughout the
whole year.
Total shares in the first quarter
are estimated to be between 690
million to 695 million shares.
It is evident that Twitter must
work to recover shareholder and
user loyalty. The company’s earnings report this time serves as a sort
of roadmap back to success.
The social media platform has
already established a unique place
in the market and social media industry, but now it must maintain
the success it has demonstrated in
the past five years.
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Strong sales growth in 2015 promises future success for Tesla
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
In a fourth quarter update released on Feb. 10, Tesla CEO Elon
Musk predicted a bright future for
Tesla, with projections of increased
production rates and a growth in
sales and profits.
Tesla finished 2015 with a $179
million positive cash flow from its
fourth quarter core operations—
a welcoming change after three
quarters of negative cash flow.
The increase was largely driven by
Model S sales, which increased by
51 percent in 2015 in the United
States, reaching 25,202. Interestingly enough, Model S was the only
luxury car to increase its number of
sales in 2015.
“Growing worldwide demand
for Tesla vehicles, supported by
record production, allowed us to
achieve this result as we increased
deliveries by more than 50 percent
from just the prior quarter,” the
update stated.
To put the numbers in perspective, the company sold 107,000
vehicles in 42 countries by Feb.
10, when the fourth quarter report
was released.
According to the company’s site,
Tesla was founded in 2003 by engineers with a vision that electric cars
could be better than cars running
on gasoline.
They named their company after Nikola Tesla, a Serbian-American inventor, electrical engineer
and mechanical engineer. Five
years later, the company released
its first car, the Tesla Roadster,
which was built around an AC induction motor patented by Tesla in
the late 1800s.
The company gained popularity with the release of its Model
S in 2012, which the site dubbed
as “the world’s first premium
electric sedan.”
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The innovation in design and convenience of the new Tesla models have drastically increased demand for Tesla’s luxury cars.
Model S boasts rapid yet silent
acceleration; a driver can reach
the speed of 60 miles per hour in
2.8 seconds. With two motors, each
located at the front and back of the
vehicle, the car achieves “unparalleled” traction control despite a
decrease in motor weight.
The car also has a limited autopilot option, which expands with
software updates, along with numerous other features, which maximize the car’s battery range. Other
features, such as noise cancellation and a 17-inch touch screen,
are put in place to enhance the
driving experience.
As Model S sales continue to
rise, Tesla has launched its next car,
called Model X, which the compa-

ny’s site labels as “the safest, fastest
and most capable sport utility vehicle in history.”
Model X is built around one key
idea: safety. The battery is mounted
at the bottom of the car to lower
the center of gravity and prevent
rollovers upon collision. Filters remove allergens, bacteria and viruses before they enter the car while
sensors around the car work to
prevent accidents.
Additionally, Model X boasts
“the largest all glass panoramic
windshield in production,” and
doors that open upward rather
than sliding to the side.
While these features may sound
innovative on their own, another
key factor is battery life and the

ability to charge the battery while
on the road.
“Tesla owners enjoy the benefit
of charging at home so they never
have to visit a gas station or spend
a cent on gasoline,” the company’s
website states. “For long distance
journeys, Tesla’s Supercharger network provides convenient and free
access to high speed charging, replenishing half a charge in as little
as 20 minutes.”
The superchargers are located
on popular roads, often near restaurants or malls. A convenient application informs the owner when
his or her battery is charged.
Innovation and convenience
continues to attract new customers, which in turn results in

the aforementioned increases in
revenue and production.
In the fourth quarter alone,
Tesla earned $209 million in car
sales. But another success lies in
fourth-quarter global deliveries,
which increased by 76 percent
year-over-year.
To help achieve these results,
Tesla managed to decrease production costs. The company also
produced 14,037 new vehicles, the
company’s record.
The company predicting a 60to-80 percent increase in car sales
for 2016.
In order to satisfy increasing
demand and to keep the promise
of growth, the company added five
new locations capable of producing
Tesla products, as well as increased
the number of superchargers available on the road.
Interestingly, Tesla reported
that there was no hindrance in
sales growth even as crude oil and
gasoline prices continue to decrease globally. This, according to
the company, is because consumers are driven to the company’s
advanced technology and overall
product quality.
For 2016, the fourth quarter
update promises faster delivery
growth and keep up the positive
cash flow. “We [Tesla] plan to be
net cash flow positive and achieve
non-GAAP profitability for the year,
even after investing about $1.5 billion to add more production capacity, start cell production at the Gigafactory, and establish additional
customer support infrastructure,”
the update reaffirmed.
In 2016, the company plans
to deliver 80,000 to 90,000 new
Model S and Model X cars.
“Tesla is not just an automaker,”
the company’s website exclaimed,
“but also a technology and design company with a focus on
energy innovation.”

NHTSA says Google self-driving automobile may be safe for roads
BY STEVEN WEINER
STAFF WRITER

The history of the self-driving
car dates back to the 1960s and
1970s. The Stanford Cart was constructed in 1960 by a mechanical
engineering student named James
L. Adams.
It was planned to be used on the
moon as a lunar rover that could be
operated by a human using a video
camera and a radio control.
As human intelligence and computer systems improved, so did
image-capturing capabilities.
By 1979, the cart was able to
cross a chair-filled room without
any human intervention.
It only took five hours. This
paved the way for the creation of an
autonomous car that could operate
on a road.
Fast forward to the present. Artificial intelligence is much more
complex. It is comprised of multiple layers of software exposed to
sets of data.
It then responds to the coding
by performing human-like activities
such as noticing visual objects like a
traffic light.
In 2010, Google began testing
self-driving cars. They took precaution to make sure nothing bad happened by only letting two professional drivers use the cars.
The vehicle navigation had to be
carefully inspected to make sure it
complied with the rules of the road.
In 2014, Google expanded the
program by letting its employees
commute to and from work using
the self-driving cars.
The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration has deemed
the testing safe enough that it now
considers the hardware in Google’s
self-driving car as a legitimate alternative to having a human driver. It
was a decision made by NHTSA on

Feb. 4.
Google was informed by a letter
addressed to Chris Urmson, director of the Self-Driving Car Project for
Google, sent from NHTSA.
The NHTSA stated: “NHTSA addresses each of Google’s requests
for interpretation and grants several
of them. In some instances, the issues presented simply are not susceptible to interpretation and must
be resolved through rulemaking or
other regulatory means. NHTSA
believes that many of these issues
may be resolved on an interim
basis through well-supported exemption petition(s), and invites
Google to file such petitions. In
other instances, if Google is able
to provide sufficient additional information and evidence, it may
be possible to resolve open issues
through interpretations.”
Some issues, such as removing
the steering wheel, were denied
by the NHTSA because they went
against federal safety guidelines.
California has made it known
that they want a licensed driver in
all self-driving cars.
Google’s designs for automotive
vehicles do not include systems that
can switch from autopilot to manual
driving when a human takes over.
Last year, they developed another prototype that had no
steering wheel, brake pedal or
accelerator pedal.
It was a low-speed vehicle designed for taxiing people and delivering goods. It seemed safe, but
it will be hard for Google to petition
for a vehicle lacking key structural
components required by regulation.
Those rules would have to be
revised for all of the United States.
Google would not have a problem
adjusting to these stipulations,
but they think it is a safety hazard if a human tries to take control
of the car while the computer is
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The Google self-driving car has been approved by the NHTSA as a legitimate alternative to the standard, human-operated vehicle.
making decisions.
The NHTSA met Google halfway, agreeing to write some vehicle
guidelines specific to self-driving
cars if Google can provide evidence
that they are safe enough to be exempt from federal driving rules.
The NHTSA wants to speedup this process not just for
Google, but also for the safety of
law-abiding citizens.
It is known to the NHTSA that
driverless cars are supposed to re-

duce the number of accidents.
Toyota has been supportive only
of autonomous features assisting
a human driver, such as help with
switching lanes during a traffic
jam or braking in response to other
automobiles getting too close to
the vehicle.
The company donated $1 billion to Stanford University and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology to further the development of
these features.

There are some obstacles ahead,
but the recent decision of the NHTSA has put Google a step ahead of
everyone else.
Karl Brauer, senior analyst for
the Kelley Blue Book automotive
research firm, said, “If NHTSA is
prepared to name artificial intelligence as a viable alternative to
human-controlled vehicles, it could
substantially streamline the process
of putting autonomous vehicles on
the road.”
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Elton John reunites with his band for Wonderful Crazy Night
MAXIM IBADOV
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Elton John is one of the biggest
names in show business. With a career spanning more than 40 years,
his musical versatility and energy
has shaped and set the trend of
popular music. The essential icon
of rock ‘n’ roll and the blues, the
artistic father of the beloved Lion
King, has turned to commercial
pop music in the past 20 years.
This move boosted his career and
brought him economic superiority, it also damaged his reputation,
as he seemed to be someone who
confined his artistic roots for profit
and popularity. This was the case
until now.
In early February, John released
his new album Wonderful Crazy
Night. Although it is his 32nd longplay, this particular piece is very
important to John’s discography.
Wonderful Crazy Night is truly a
decades-long anticipated release
as his musical majesty finally returns to his rock ‘n’ roll beginnings.
John created something that is very
dear to his heart and to his artistic self. Although reminiscent of
his 1970s masterpieces like Piano
Player and Goodbye Yellow Brick
Road, Wonderful Crazy Night is, curiously enough, a more mature and
settled-down piece. Instead of provoking and exciting his audiences
with rhythms and vulgar language
of his early rock ‘n’ roll albums,
John consilidates his legacy. With
all the knowledge and experience
that he collected through generations, he created a more deliberate,
pleasing and comforting work. The

rhythms are more harmonious and
the words are more sentimental.
With a certain note of nostalgia,
most songs on this album evoke
warm feelings. When listening to
the album’s lead single “Blue Wonderful,” is it hard not get wrapped
up in the pure tenderness. As a
family man, John creates a rather
personal album that helps him to
express him all of his familial emotions.
This long-play is the first time in
10 years that John worked with his
band. This allowed him to showcase his composing side more than
vocal. Although John has proven to
be a magnificent vocalist, for this
album he has made a decision to
channel all the rock ‘n’ roll material that he has kept all those years.
Even the opening title track starts
with more than a minute-long prelude before John starts singing. In
most songs, the lyrical component
actually plays a secondary role,
with the melody being the star of
the show.
John delivers virtuoso instrumental solos such as a piano piece
in the “Claw Hammer,” and engaging guitars in “Looking Up” and
“Guilty Pleasure.” For this album,
John collaborated with a prominent Americana producer T Bone
Burnett, which resulted in various
folk notes and elements, that are
especially noticeable in percussion-dominated
“Tambourine.”
Besides rock ‘n’ roll and folk influences, John uses elements of soft
rock in order to set the soothing
and benevolent atmosphere of the
album. Interestingly enough, and
this is where the maturity comes
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With six Grammys, ﬁve Brit Awards, a Golden Globe and a Tony Award, Elton John is undeniably a musical legacy.
in, maestro combines all those elements in a manner that is only attributed to his hand—he uses multiple levels of instruments, almost
as in a symphony. This symphonic
quality helps to create the feeling
of musical saturation; every note
is a perfect harmony of the piano
and the strings, with wind instruments added on top for musical
texture and distinction. In a modern world, even the most recognized musicians follow the trend
of instrumental laconicism, where
the composers either use one instrument and percussion on top to
create a beat.
The fact that the main focus of
the album is on the instrumental
component does not mean that the
lyrics should be ignored. For John’s

lyricist, Bernie Taupin, telling a
story is very important. He utilizes
words as a tool that can help to provide an additional personal touch
to the songs.
“A Good Heart” is a typical
John ballad, where he talks about
his love life and even opens up to
his relationship with his husband,
“Oh sure it cracked a time or two/
But him and me/ We pulled on
through.” “Looking Up,” is a strong
independence anthem, like a 2016
version of “I’m Still Standing,” with
powerful words that encourage
listeners to never give up. Overall,
John’s songs are filled with those
emotions for which human beings
turn to music. Instead of creating
silly love songs, John writes beautiful masterpieces that make every-

one in the audience want to cuddle up to their partner and never
let go. In an interview with James
Corden, John confesse that he
wanted to create an album celebration for people who just want to forget about everything and have fun.
The cover of the album might have
not been the best choice because
John wearing pair funky glasses
in front of a brightly-painted wall
creates an impression that John is
only trying to have fun. However,
John has shown that he has nothing to prove. He is a true Sir, who
now writes music for the soul, not
for the charts.
So although the album did
not turn out to be crazy like the
title promises his audiences, it is
definitely wonderful.

The Met rings in the Chinese New Year with a new, historic exhibition
BY DAVID CARDONA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The East Asian Zodiac takes 12
years to go through one complete
cycle. The 12 years represent 12
different animals. In chronological order, the list goes: rat, ox, tiger,
rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, ram,
monkey, rooster, dog and pig. Each
of the animals listed is said to be
embodied in those who happen to
be born that specific year. The most
recent year to begin is the year of
the monkey.
Compared to the other creatures, monkeys are considered
one of the most intelligent. They
are curious enough to examine
items until they are either deemed
worthless or useful. Despite being a
film of fiction, 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968), directed by Stanley Kubrick, has an excellent example of
this moment. During the first act, a
monkey comes upon a large bone.
Instead of brushing the bone off to
the side, the monkey grabs hold of
it, and discovers that it can be used
as a weapon. Later, when under
attack from an opposing group of
monkeys, the bone is used to kill
a member of the attacking group,
which sends them running. Without the intelligence to learn how
to use the tool, the monkeys would
have been killed.
The Metropolitan Museum of
Art is holding an exhibition celebrating the Chinese New Year.
The exhibit, titled Monkey Business:
Celebrating the Year of the Monkey,
sheds light on the significance the
monkey has had on Chinese culture. The artifacts on display range
from the Tang Dynasty (618-807) to
the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911). The
monkey has been a popular motif
in Chinese art for more than two
millenniums, and the piece on display provides insight to the more
than 1,000 years of Chinese history

the exhibit holds.
In Chinese culture, the monkey
is seen as a symbol of intelligence,
academic success, accomplishment and mischievous behavior.
The monkeys depicted in the pieces
are meant to be taken symbolically,
not literally. Chinese art is famous
for its use of visual puns, and the
true meanings in the pieces on display can be elusive to those who are
unaware of the motifs used in Asian
art. A good example of this can be
found in a piece simply titled “Plate
with Monkey, Bees, Magpie and
Deer,” from the Qing Dynasty. In
Chinese, the word monkey is pronounced the same way as “marquis.” A marquis is a word used
to describe a nobleman. The pronunciation for both these words is
hou, therefore making this a homo-

The young birds can be seen
struggling againist their
larger adversaries; their
parent is seen bellowing in
agony at the massacre from
far in the distance. Again,
this is a visual pun. If taken
literally, this is a simple
portrait of mischievous
monkeys raiding the
nest of an Egret for food.
Symbolically, however, a
phrase is spelled out in the
image. The phrase “san yuan
du,” is a homophone.

phone. In the piece, the deer and
magpie are gazing up at the monkey who seems to be in the middle
of a lecture, bestowing them with
some wisdom, as a nobleman
would. This image gives the impression that the deer and magpie
have been seeking the monkey for
guidance, and the monkey is more
than happy to share its knowledge
with those who seek it. Another
piece that uses the same technique
is a piece titled “Gibbons Raiding
an Egret’s Nest,” from the Southern
Song Dynasty (1127-1279). Painted
on silk using only ink, the piece
depicts a robbery. The Gibbons, a
type of monkey typically found in
southern Asia, are ransacking the
nest of an Egret, a type of bird.
The young birds can be seen
struggling against their larger ad-

versaries; their parent is seen bellowing in agony at the massacre
from far in the distance. Again,
this is a visual pun. If taken literally, this is a simple portrait of mischievous monkeys raiding the nest
of an Egret for food. Symbolically,
however, a phrase is spelled out in
the image. The phrase, “san yuan
de lu,” is a homophone.
This phrase can be translated
to, “three gibbons capture egrets,”
the literal phrase, or “a triple first
gains power,” the symbolic phrase.
According to the exhibit, the piece
could have been a gift of encouragement given to a scholar who
was studying hard for the three
levels of imperial examination. “A
triple first,” could mean earning the
highest possible grade on all three
exams while the “gains power,”

could mean that the person has a
better chance of gaining power if
all three exams have been aced.
The level of detail on some
of the pieces is extraordinary. A
piece titled, “Two Monkeys on
Two Peaches,” from the Qing Dynasty, is a beautiful example of
just how much attention was paid
to the detail. Sure, the piece could
now be reproduced by machinery, and much quicker too. But the
most important element would
be missing—the hours spent slaving away at the jade, slowly etching the openings, giving it shape.
The human element of the piece
would be missing, and that can
be the most important part of a
piece of art. 2001: A Space Odyssey
(1968) will be on display until July
26, 2016.
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“Gibbons Raiding an Egret’s Nest” was originally designed as a mounted fan, made delicately with ink on Chinese silk.
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West brings duality to the music after Yeezy Season 3 presentation
AMANI JAMES
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

Human beings possess a haunting duality that is often taken for
granted. That duality allows humans to take a stance on their beliefs, while somehow rationalizing
the decision to then contradict
those beliefs. In a world where every move is recorded and analyzed,
Kanye West’s duality has taken
front and center over his artistry.
As one takes a look at some of his
more influential work, we are reminded of his roots in songs like
“Jesus Walks,” and “Good Morning” and “Stronger,” The Life of
Pablo brings his controversial
contradictions to the forefront.
The Life of Pablo opens with a
sample from Instagram’s sheisnatalie, as a mother encourages her
daughter. She dramatically prays to
God on West’s largest collaborative
track, “Ultralight Beam.” Audiences
are bought to their knees as West
collaborates with some of both hiphop and gospel’s biggest names. He
insists that God’s ability to bring
him his dreams pushes him when
the darkness takes over. West, and
singer, songwriter, and producer
The-Dream, ricochet the hook off
each other. Their sounds echo in
rhythm that can only be appreciated in some of the greatest gospel.
They call out, “deliver us serenity/
deliver us peace/ deliver us loving/
we know we need it.” Gospel singers Kelly Price and producer Kirk
Franklin lend their own vocals to
the track, as Chance the Rapper
gives West one of his most conscious features of his career.
West’s stream of consciousness
continues to fascinate his fans and
his enemies. However, in “Read
Friends,” he takes the blame for the
lackluster relationships within in
his personal life that he once considered important. His awareness

of his mistakes brings a dark sense
of familiarity as audiences look
back at their own repetitive anarchistic qualities. Yet, West’s ability
to accept his role in the negative
brings us to a more human side of
this fashion icon.
“Famous” takes the place as
the most controversial song of the
album. Opening with Rihanna’s
monotone verse, the song starts
with the intention of taking us a
story that can only be told by West
himself. “Feedback” brings us
back to the new sound of the era
of Yeezy. As the sound drum drops
over the arrogant tone of West, we
listen to him boast of his recent
success. He mocks his critics, “Ya’ll
sleeping on me had a good snooze/
woke up nigga/wake up/we bout
to get this paper.” With the success of Yeezy Season I and Season
II, West has hit an intense stride in
his career. Returning to his melancholy belligerence, he lets audiences know he has “been out of my
mind, long time.” “Name a genius
that ain’t crazy,” he commands as
he finds his way to sublimely compare himself to geniuses like Steve
Jobs, Michelangelo and Albert
Einstein himself.
“Freestyle 4,” reminds listeners
of the days of My Beautiful Dark
Twisted Fantasy, with storytelling
that duplicates the eerie feeling of a
classic horror film, West goes off on
an uncalculated rant about breaking the rules in only ways he could
only imagine. His sweet dreams
are seen as freak dreams, as he
asks the subject of his lust, “would
everyone start fucking?” He puts
his sexual desire out in front of the
crowd unapologetically.
Many have asked, which “Pablo” is West referring to in the title
of the album? West makes a reference to Pablo Escobar, the subject
of one of the Netflix hit series Narcos. Escobar was considered one

of the world’s biggest drug lords,
who would ultimately control more
than 80 percent of the cocaine market at one point, while bringing in a
profit that would even shame West
himself. “Pablo bought a Roley and
a Rottweiler, seem like the more
fame, I only got wilder,” referencing Escobar’s ultimate downfall
as his status began to be too much
to contain.
Dropped before the release of
The Life of Pablo, “Wolves,” introduces West’s experimental creative
process, reminiscent of his most
heart-broken album to date, 808’s
& Heartbreak. Frank Ocean lends
his own raw lyrics to the end of the
track as he sings over a soft chord.
He discusses the creation of the
wolves, as the fire begins, “there’s

night with no heat.” However, the
wolves’ animosity is created by the
loss of life. “Life is precious/ We
found out, We found out,” Ocean
closes his ode to the lost.
“FML” symbolizes a more conscious side of the human race. As
he begins the dark piece, West discusses his thoughts as he would
with a therapist. However, it is clear
that this therapist is none other
than God himself. He discusses
his legacy, and the ideas he wants
to leave behind for his children, as
he “reveals the layers of his soul.”
The beat maintains a simple soft
rhythm as he walks one through
the verses, as The Weeknd creates
an escalated anticipation as West
opens the hook.
Echoing the tone of The Week-

nds’s “Real Friends,” he sings,
“Wish I would fuck my life up/can’t
let them get to me.”
West’s loyalty to his creative process is clear as the list of producers
come to light. Using the same creative energy and collaborations
from some of his most memorable
works—Mike Dean, Rick Rubin,
who produced on West’s last album, Yeezus, and Charlie Heat—
West has created an arsenal of
producers that can only be heard
working with other hard-hitting
artists, like Drake, Rihanna, Jay-Z
and Atlanta native, Future. West
has the capability to bring some of
the best in the industry onto an album, and somehow keep his independence intact. This is the beginning of the year of Ye.
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Over 1,200 models diverse models were enlisted to showcase West’s highly anticipated third installment of his Yeezy collection.

Hip-hop reinvents the art of music with highly anticipated releases
BY TAFANNUM RAHMAN
COPY EDITIOR

With 2016 barely getting started,
Rihanna’s coughed-up new album,
Anti, and Beyonce’s new single,
“Formation,” are paving the way for
this year’s highly anticipated hiphop albums. “Facts,” by Kanye West
already had fans awaiting a big year
in hip-hop, as West’s album, The
Life of Pablo, and albums from artists such as Drake, Missy Elliott and
Macklemore & Ryan Lewis are expected to shape up 2016 as a pretty
solid year in hip-hop. With so many
big names releasing highly-anticipated new music, it will be interesting to say the least as to who will
rise to the top of the charts.
Drake had a big year in 2015 with
two number-one albums and he
does not seem to be slowing down
this year or taking a break. Both
of his mixtapes/albums, If You’re
Reading This, It’s Too Late and
What A Time To Be Alive, which he
stirred up in collaboration with fellow rapper Future, came to much of
the surprise of fans. His massively
popular singles “Hotline Bling,”
and “Back to Back,” the Meek Mill
diss track that landed him a Grammy nomination this year, were not
featured on any of his 2015 albums.
The rapper’s highly-anticipated album is set to release in 2016 and
Drake took hints of the album releasing in April to Instagram last
week. “Summer Sixteen,” is Drake’s
newest single, which sounds like
an announcement to the rap game
that he is on top of and plans to
dominate 2016.
Though the release date of Views
From The 6 is unknown, there has
been speculation that it will be on
April 16 because 4/16 correlates
to Drake’s hometown of Toronto’s
area code, 416. A Pharrell-produced comeback is just what Missy
Elliott needed to remind the world

that she is hip-hop’s returning
queen. Her hot comeback single,
“WTF (Where They From),” has
been performing well with all audiences, and she has said on several
occasions that a new album is in
the works.
After Elliott’s newest single,
“Pep Rally,” debuted Sunday night
in a Super Bowl ad, it looks like fans
can expect a new album to hit store
shelves this year. The Super Bowl
stage may just be a big part of Elliott’s comeback narrative, as this
year’s Super Bowl is the second in
a row that she has performed in.
During the Super Bowl halftime
show in 2015, Elliott performed
with Katy Perry in a surprise appearance. Should Elliott’s album
release this year, it is sure to bring
back memories of old hip-hop and
is expected to make fans lose controlAfter making quite the splash
with their breakthrough album The
Heist, which features number-one
hits like “Thrift Shop,” and “Can’t
Hold Us,” Macklemore & Ryan
Lewis announced the release of
their upcoming album set for Feb.

26. The Seattle rapper and his collaborator shared the news with fans
via a video trailer in which Macklemore describes how the duo had
to go to “the middle of nowhere”
to find inspiration. Last month, the
duo released a nine-minute track
called “White Privilege II,” in which
he criticized artists like Miley Cyrus
and Iggy Azalea for appropriating
black culture.
This Unruly Mess I’ve Made
comes almost four years after The
Heist won a Grammy for “Best Rap
Album”. Though Macklemore &
Ryan Lewis are touring overseas
through the beginning of 2016, fans
are in hopes of a U.S. tour after the
release of the duo’s new album.
This year continuously looks to
be a promising one for the sociallyconscious Chicago rapper Lupe Fiasco, with a 17-date tour and three
albums on the way. The rapper
rang in 2016 with his “2016 Tour For
The Fans” as it kicked off in Seattle
at The Neptune Theatre on Jan. 13
and wrapped up on Feb. 13 in Indianapolis at the Vogue Theatre. He
announced the names of his three

albums set to release in 2016, Drogas, Skulls and Roy, respectively. It
is not clear if The Cool 2, which Fiasco said was going to be released
in 2017, is part of that trio, or if it will
come the following year, especially
since the rapper took to Twitter to
announce that Roy will be his last
album. Fans surely are expecting
Fiasco to rap about politics or other
social issues in his new music, but
he tells Rolling Stone in an interview, “For some people it’s gonna
be a shock, because there are no
politics on the record. Consciously,
there are no politics on the record.”
Aside from the more well-known
hip-hop artists today, Pusha T is a
rapper who holds a unique spot in
hip-hop. He is a 20-year veteran in
the game with very little pressure
to surf through mainstream trends.
Pusha T is less known by young audiences as his music takes more of
an underground sound, unlike artists like Drake and his label, and
the man who would ultimately give
him the position as president of
G.O.O.D. Music, West.
Pusha T did a lot of interviews in
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After years of rapping in Kanye West’s shadow on the label, Pusha T is now the president of G.O.O.D. music record label.

the wake of his new album, Darkest
Before Dawn, when it released late
in 2015. The album did not perform
at crazy numbers opening week,
but that did not stop Pusha T from
confirming the first two releases
from G.O.O.D. The first release
will be Pusha T’s own album, King
Push, the second being a followup album from Big Sean that does
not have a title yet after Dark Sky
Paradise topped the charts in 2015.
Lucky for fans, one of 2016’s
most anticipated hip-hop albums
has already released and the name
“Kanye West” is on every social
media platform and at the tip of
everyone’s tongues. After leaving
fans in awe while scrolling down
their timelines, West unveiled his
Yeezy Season 3 clothing line and
hosted a massive listening party for
his seventh studio album, The Life
of Pablo, at New York’s Madison
Square Garden on Thursday, Feb.
11. The album officially dropped
to fans late Saturday night, Feb.
13, following his Saturday Night
Live performance.
The album is currently exclusively available on Tidal, leaving
Spotify and iTunes supporters
waking up unable to stream the
album on those services.Looking
back at 2015, hip-hop seemed to
dominate the music industry. The
arrival of tracks such as Drake’s
“Hotline Bling,” and Kendrick Lamar’s “Alright,” reminded audiences of the talent which brought
such artists to the top. The gritty
notes and messages from Lamar’s
To Pimp a Butterfly helped the
rapper snag a Grammy Monday
night after his powerful Grammy
performance. Hip-hop has seized
several opportunities to send messages and rally for rights in 2015
and with all the highly-anticipated
music set to release in 2016, this
might just be the beginning of a
revived era.
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Oxley’s new device may allow paralyzed patients to walk again
BY JOSEPH ESPOSITO
BUSINESS EDITOR

Doctors and researchers in Melbourne, Australia, have developed
a new device that may enable paralyzed patients to control exoskeleton devices using their brains.
The device has a fairly simple
design. The paper clip-sized, stentbased electrode—or “stentrode”
as researchers have begun to call
it—would be implanted into a
blood vessel near the brain. The
stentrode could then pick up electrical signals from the brain. Doctors would have to place the device
near the motor cortex, the part of
the brain responsible for producing
electrical signals, which have been
shown in previous trials to have
the ability to control exoskeletons
and bionic limbs.
The device is made of a spaceage alloy called nitinol. In order to
reach blood vessels in the brain,
the device needs to be inserted into
blood vessels through the groin via
a catheter.
This technique is frequently employed in various cardiology procedures and used to remove stroke
clots. The researchers hope to start
clinical human trials at The Royal
Melbourne Hospital by 2017.
Thomas Oxley, Ph.D., neurologist at the University of Melbourne,
the Florey Institute of Neuroscience and Mental Health and The
Royal Melbourne Hospital, as well
as endovascular neurosurgeon
fellow at Mount Sinai Hospital in
New York City, is the creator of
the technology.
In 2011, after he had completed
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Oxley, pictured above, led a team of scientists to create a non-invasive device to make paralyzed patients walk again.
his internal medicine fellowship at
The Alfred Hospital in Melbourne,
Oxley was following the work of the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, a division of the U.S.
Department of Defense responsible for research. Oxley was interested in DARPA’s work with brainmachine interfaces, a University of
Melbourne publication states.
After Oxley and his team
pitched their idea for a device that
would allow paraplegics and quadriplegics to power exoskeletons
with their thoughts and without
the need for invasive surgery, an
official from DARPA offered the
team $1 million in funding to create

and test the device.
Professor Terry O’Brien of The
Royal Melbourne Hospital supervised Oxley’s team, which consisted of scientists, neuroscientists,
surgeons, doctors and engineers.
O’Brien has called Oxley’s technology the “holy grail for research
and bionics.” In a video interview
for the University of Melbourne,
O’Brien stated: “This technology is
really exciting. It’s the first time that
we’ve been able to demonstrate
and develop a device that can be
implanted, without the need for a
big operation, to chronically record
brain activity. The most obvious
benefit is for people who are para-

lyzed following a stroke or spinal
cord injury. It is simple and non-invasive and much safer for patients.”
Researchers stressed the fact
that the device will allow for a
non-invasive approach to a severe
neurological problem. Traditional
methods of attempting to correct
neurological damage usually include a craniotomy, which comes
with the risks of infection and
further damage.
Professor Clive May, neurophysiologist at the Florey Institute of Neuroscience and Mental
Health, said findings from a pretrial study indicated that the device
was safe for long-term use.

“Our study also showed that it
was safe and effective to implant
the device via angiography, which
is minimally invasive compared
with the high risks associated with
open brain surgery. The braincomputer interface is a revolutionary device that holds the potential
to overcome paralysis, by returning mobility and independence
to patients affected by various
conditions,” May said.
University of Melbourne doctor Nick Opie was chief engineer
for the device. As co-head of the
Vascular Bionics Laboratory at
The Royal Melbourne Hospital, it
was Opie’s responsibility to design
a device that would be able to fit
into a blood vessel but would also
be biocompatible.
“I’ve always been fascinated
by the integration of man and machine and the ways that people and
machines could function together.
Fortunately, I was born in the time
to do this,” said Opie.
Oxley and Opie co-founded
SmartStent, which will be the commercial company that sells the new
device. Oxley, during an interview
with a University of Melbourne
publication, addressed the timeframe for getting the device on
the market.
“The process for getting commercial approval for new medical
devices is a long process, so realistically, it could be another fiveto-seven years away,” Oxley says.
“And during that five years, we’d
have to do a broader clinical trial of
closer to 30-to-40 people. So we are
hopeful this will be on the market
by 2022.”

Street Fighter V delivers quality gaming for veterans and newcomers
BY GABRIEL MARRERO
OPINIONS EDITOR

After a grueling seven-year wait
since the last main installment was
released, video game developer
Capcom has finally released its
latest iteration of one of the most
iconic video games series of all
time, Street Fighter.
Street Fighter V marks the
latest addition to the almost
30-year-old fighting game series, and it is a game that promises to please everyone, from hardcore veterans to newcomers to
nostalgia aficionados.
The basic core of the game is
the same as it has always been.
Fighting remains one-on-one, with
various bars at the top and bottom of the screen depicting the
player’s current health and other
important statistics.
Each character has access to a
wide range of special attacks and
combos that they can use to whittle
down their opponents’ health bars.
Veterans of the series will find that
these special attacks and combos are easier to pull off than in
previous iterations of the series.
Street Fighter was always seen
as a more mainstream fighting
game, especially when one compares it to its more violent counterparts such as the Mortal Kombat
series or Injustice.
Because of its renown, the series has recently begun operating
at a more user-friendly level than
games released by its competitors.
Fighting games have always
been easy to pick up, smash a
few buttons with your friends
and have a good time. However,
truly mastering and getting good
at these games requires a certain
degree of time, effort and skill.
Street Fighter V is no different in
this regard. However, if compared
to its predecessors, Street Fighter

V has undergone some rather
extensive simplification.
In this sense, newcomers to
the series who were always put off
by losing to professionals will find
themselves quickly adapting and
learning the mechanics of the game
after a few matches.
Likewise, less casual players
will find that the more time and
effort they put into learning the
game, the better they will perform
competitively.
Veterans of Street Fighter IV will
quickly notice how much faster
Street Fighter V feels in comparison. Gone are the days of playing
too defensively and trying to turtle
one’s way to victory.
Street Fighter V rewards aggressiveness and proper spacing
of one’s character. Making even
a single mistake or overextending against an opponent can lead
to being punished by some highdamaging combos.
Visually, the game looks incredible. While fighting games are traditionally not characterized with
complex graphics, Street Fighter
V is optimized well enough to ensure that not only will the game
run well, but it will look pretty
while doing so.
The art is bright, colorful and
cheerful, with each of the games
stages depicting the locations and
culture of various nations. Such
scenic fight locations include England’s Union Station, the Brazilian
Hillside Plaza and a bustling alley
in India.
Street Fighter V has always been
known for its unique and diverse
cast of characters, and the line-up
in Street Fighter V certainly does
not disappoint in that regard.
Fan favorites such as Ryu,
Chun Li and Zangief return to fight
once again. Capcom has also dug
up some previous fan favorites
such as Rainbow Mika, a color-
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Ryu is one of the playable characters in Street Fighter V. Above, he is depicted launching his signature attack, the Shinku Hadoken.
ful and bodacious Japanese female wrestler, and Birdie, an overweight British punk rocker with an
insatiable appetite.
Capcom has pulled no punches
in creating some original designs
for the game either. Notable newcomers include Rashid, a Middle
Eastern fighter who attacks with
wind-based punches, and Laura, a
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu martial artist.
Despite the many positives to
be found in Street Fighter V, many
players cannot shake off the feeling
that the game was a rushed job.
The game’s main menu features
a handful of game modes, namely
an extremely brief story mode, versus mode, online play and training.
While hardcore players may find
themselves only caring about training mode and online play, those

seeking a single-player experience
may find Street Fighter V to be
barebones in that regard.
Compared to rival fighting
games such as Mortal Kombat X,
which launched with an extensive
story mode and a variety of other
features, to release a game in such
state is rather inexcusable. The
game’s versus mode does not even
allow the player to face off against
the computer, a rather weird and
unheard of concept in a fighting
game, or any game for that matter.
Despite the game being much
friendlier to newcomers, there
is a distinct lack of a proper
tutorial system.
Many contemporary fighting
games, and even Street Fighter IV,
contain game modes where the
player can learn about the mechan-

ics of the game, learn how to pull
off complicated combos and practice fighting in the different and
difficult scenarios they may find
themselves in.
Street Fighter V instead chose
to teach new players how to move
forward and press the buttons on
their controller. This may be a major disadvantage for newcomers to
the series.
Fans of the series will find
themselves picking up this game
regardless of the flaws. Capcom
has already vowed to support and
patch the game in the foreseeable
future, so many of Street Fighter’s
problems are simply temporary.
Despite the game’s flaws, it is still
very much a fun fighting game
and a worthy addition to the Street
Fighter pedigree.
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Bilingual children exhibit strengthened cognitive flexibility
BY VICTORIA MERLINO
STAFF WRITER

From the early days of Dora the
Explorer, children’s television has
increasingly promoted bilingualism in young toddlers. In the age
of globalization, benefits of being
bilingual, from childhood onward,
are already immensely evident.
New research reveals that there
are even more hidden advantages
to bilingualism than scientists
first thought.
Besides the obvious perk of understanding many types of people
from different backgrounds, researchers at Concordia University
in Canada say that children who
are bilingual exhibit a greater level
of a certain kind of mental control
than their monolingual peers.
The study, published in the
Journal of Experimental Child
Psychology, goes on to explain
that children with more practice
switching communication among
languages have an even higher
level of control.
The reason behind this level of
mental control can be traced back
to the difficult task of switching
from thinking and speaking in one
language to another.
“This switching becomes more
frequent as children grow older and
as their vocabulary size increases,”
said Diane Poulin-Dubois, the
study’s senior author. “Therefore,
the superior performance on these
conflict tasks appears to be due to
bilinguals’ strengthened cognitive
flexibility and selective attention
abilities as they have increased
experience in switching across languages in expressive vocabulary.”
Poulin-Dubois, a professor at
Concordia’s Department of Psychology, along with Cristina Crivello, a graduate student in Concordia’s Centre for Research in
Human Development, led a team

of researchers in tracking bilingual
toddlers against monolingual ones
as they grew older and began to
gain a better grasp of the vocabulary in their two languages.
The study concentrated on 39
bilingual children and 43 monolingual children. Both groups were
tested twice—first at 24 months
and again at 31 months—in order
to test their vocabularies. The second assessment also included a
multitude of cognitive tests meant
to research mental flexibility
and memory.
“For the most part, there was no
difference between the bilingual
and monolingual toddlers,” said
Poulin-Dubois. “But that changed
dramatically when it came to the
conflict inhibition test, and the differences were especially apparent
in the bilingual toddlers whose vocabulary had increased most.”
The tests came in two modes:
the reverse categorization test and
the shape conflict test.
In the reverse categorization
test, participants were instructed
to put a set of small blocks into a
small bucket and then put a set of
big blocks into a big bucket.
Then the rules were switched,
with the big blocks having to be
put in the little bucket and the
little blocks having to be put in
the big bucket.
In the second test, participants
were shown pictures of different
sized fruit, which the participants
were then asked to name. Then a
new batch of images was shown
to the toddlers, in which smaller
fruits were embedded within larger fruits. The children were then
asked to identify which was the
smaller fruit.
“Language switching underlies
the bilingual advantage on conflict tasks,” said Crivello. “In conflict inhibition, the child has to
ignore certain information—the
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Bilingual children exhibit a higher level of mental control, which stems from being able to speak multiple language.
size of a block relative to a bucket,
or the fact that one fruit is inside
another. That mirrors the experience of having to switch between
languages, using a second language even though the word from
a first language might be more
easily accessible.”
In these conflict inhibition
tasks, as the researchers hypothesized, bilingual children consistently
outperformed
their
monolingual counterparts.
The study also found that the
more a child switched between
two languages, the more benefits
they gained. “Doublets”—words
that have the same meaning in
both of the bilingual toddlers’ languages—proved to play a larger
role in one of the aforementioned
tests. Children who learned the
largest number of doublets had a

Supreme Court suspends Obama’s plan
BY JONATHAN SPERLING
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

A crushing blow was dealt to
President Barack Obama’s climate
change agenda on Feb. 9, when
the Supreme Court announced
a decision to temporarily block a
plan that would have combatted
global warming.
The Clean Power Plan, which
served to reduce the United States’
carbon dioxide emissions by 32
percent (from levels recorded in
2005) by 2030, was issued a temporary stay in an unprecedented
5-to-4 vote, although it is not the
Supreme Court’s final say on the
matter. The decision marks the
first time the Supreme Court had
allowed a request to block a regulation prior to review by a federal
appeals court.
The regulation, which was
originally introduced last August,
promises to prevent up to 3,600
premature deaths, create new jobs
and save consumers approximately $155 billion between 2020 and
2030, among other benefits. These
strides would be made at the cost
of cutting the amount of carbon released from power plants.
The Environmental Protection Agency’s website labelled the
Clean Power Plan as “a historic and
important step in reducing carbon pollution from power plants
that takes real action on climate
change.”
The plan was a major step for
the United States and its effort to
abide by the COP21 agreement
produced in Paris in December. If
the government blocks the plan,
the United States may find it difficult to honor Obama’s pledge.
The Clean Power Plan requires
that states craft their own plans to
meet emissions targets by way of
increasing reliance on renewable
energy or engineering new tech-
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The Clean Power Plan was a huge step toward combating climate change.
nology to eliminate carbon from
power plant smokestacks. While
the plan contributes to a cleaner
future, these fiscal roadblocks have
made many enemies of the plan.
The majority of the states in opposition to the plan are Republican
and have economies deeply rooted
in the coal mining or coal power
industries. Allying themselves with
coal companies and trade associations has made the states a formidable foe against what some are
calling a “targeted attack on the
coal industry.”
New York City, Chicago, Philadelphia and South Miami are a few
of the more notable supporters of
the regulation, along with 18 other
states. Their request to reject the
stay was filed earlier this month but
was ultimately rejected.
Many of those cities and states
in support of the plan, such as New
York and Miami, are threatened by
one of the most blaring side effects
of climate change: rising sea levels.
Global warming leads to rising sea
levels, which put coastal cities in
danger of flooding.
This is part of the reason why
the COP21 agreement fought for
a $100 million a year fundraiser;

part of the fund would go toward
funding flood-proofing measures
in cities located in developing
countries. If more countries do not
live up to their promises, cities like
New York and Miami are in danger
of flooding.
Judicial review of the plan will
be completed in time for the first
emissions reduction deadline in
2022. Despite the heavy opposition,
the White House has expressed
confidence in its administration’s
ability to keep the plan alive.
Without regulation, carbon dioxide emission levels are expected
to rise to a steady 1.7 million metric
tons by 2025. In contrast, with regulation, emission levels will drop to
nearly 1 million metric tons by the
same year.
With the recent death of Justice
Antonin Scalia, the Supreme Court
may have a higher chance of upholding the Clean Power Plan. If
Obama—or a future Democratic
president—elects a liberal successor, the plan is more likely to pass.
If the Supreme Court is left in a
deadlock, a lower court will make
the decision. If Scalia’s successor is
more conservative, the fate of the
plan is in question.

better performance on the conflict
inhibition tasks than their peers.
“By the end of the third year
of life, the average bilingual child
uses two words for most concepts
in his or her vocabulary, so young
bilingual children gradually acquire more experience in switching between languages,” said
Poulin-Dubois.
Poulin-Dubois’ study adds to
growing evidence that bilingualism leads to an executive function advantage. However, there is
a growing trend in the scientific
community toward disagreeing
with the notion that bilingualism
gives the mind a boost.
But Kenneth Paap, a psychologist at the San Francisco State University and a prominent critic of
the theory that bilingualism leads
to executive function advantages,

claims that with a tendency for
small sample sizes in this area of
study, there is an increased likelihood of “false positives” within
such studies.
“I think we’ll eventually triangulate on a way to do these studies
and produce consistent advantages, but however that comes out, it
won’t yield results that are [as] exciting as the early ones,” said Paap.
Paap’s opponents argue that
results are supposed to be varied and that technology and
older study procedures may only
now be growing into sufficiency
as researchers move toward doing brain scans and monitoring
brain activity as bilinguals switch
between languages.
Poulin-Dubois’ study comes
amid the discussion and adds to
the conversation.
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Bulldogs crush shorthanded Bearcats in back-to-back thrillers
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
As for Baruch, having lost a match to
Brooklyn in an away game earlier this season, the Bearcats entered the second meeting against the Bulldogs with revenge on
their minds.
Despite the rowdy atmosphere, the Bulldogs did not shy away from dismantling the
home team, outscoring the Bearcats, 67-45,
and never trailing throughout the game. The
Bulldogs’ fervent playing style is not unfamiliar to Bearcats head coach KellyAnn Barrett, who always expects a tough match when
playing the team’s long time rivals. “Our
rivalry has definitely unfolded in the past
couple of years,” said Barrett. “Baruch and
Brooklyn have been the top two teams in the
league, and it’s exciting. We always see each
other when it really matters, and fortunately
for the last couple of years, we have been on
the winning end of that.”
From the moment of tipoff, Brooklyn led
a fast paced game that forced the Bearcats to
play catch up early. The Bulldogs pressured
the Bearcats all night by using their full-court
defense from the opening quarter. Baruch
struggled to advance the ball past half court
and was unable to penetrate Brooklyn’s
pesky defense. Since losing their starting
point guard, Kristen Podlovits, to injury, the
Bearcats have had trouble taking care of the
ball. Brooklyn’s defensive strategy accounted for a total of 21 Baruch turnovers and 16
steals. Barrett noted that she and the team
anticipated Brooklyn to apply full-court pressure because of their point guard situation.
Veronica Ganzi was the Bearcats lone
bright spot in the heartbreaking loss, leading
all scorers with 21 points on 9-of-26 shooting. Lauren Smith made her presence felt on
the defensive end, grabbing 14 rebounds and
recording one block. Late in the first quarter,
Brooklyn’s Twanda Holder drained a crushing three-pointer to quickly silence an excited
crowd, but Baruch’s Shannon Barrett immediately answered with an elbow jumper to get
the fans back into the game. Amid an effort
to erase an eight-point deficit in the second
quarter, Ganzi shuffled and weaved her way
through traffic to complete a well-contested
layup and brought the Bearcats within three.
With the score 24-21, Baruch looked to keep
their newfound momentum going. Baruch’s
valiant efforts were, however, in vain, as the
visitors quickly shook off the Baruch attack,
building their lead back up to 33-21 on a 9-0
run to close out the half.
The second half continued very much in a
similar fashion, with the Bulldogs continuing
their scorching performance. As the energy in
the arena started to fade, Brooklyn proceeded to build a comfortable lead in an effort to,
once and for all, put the exuberant crowd to
rest. With less than five minutes remaining in
the third quarter, the Bearcats caused an uproar on a fastbreak layup by Ganzi. The play
was set-up by a hustle play by Barrett, who
fought for the defensive rebound on the other end. Ganzi sprinted across the court and
was rewarded on an outlet pass by Barrett.
Despite the insurmountable lead, the

Bearcats played a praiseworthy game until
the closing second, earning a standing ovation from the fans. “I think to end our regular
season in this atmosphere is awesome. Getting all of the students to be a part of it creates
a good environment,” Barrett said. “I think
going into playoffs, we just need to be confident. York is going to be a good first matchup
for us, and we’re going to take it one game at
a time. We’re going to prepare by being students of the game and go forward that way.”
With the loss to Brooklyn, Baruch finished the 2015-16 season with a 10-14 overall
record (9-7 CUNYAC). The Bearcats are the
fifth seed heading into the CUNYAC tournament on Feb. 19, with a first round matchup
against York College on their home court.
The match ended after press time.
The Baruch men’s team kept the night
rolling after a brief intermission following the
women’s match. Before tipoff, the team honored seniors Ryan Markoe, Raymond De La
Cruz and Edward Roscigno as they were presented framed jerseys, surrounded by loved
ones, in celebration of their final regular
season game as Bearcats.
The Battle of Lex marched on as the Baruch men’s team took center stage with a
festive medley of blue ninja turtles and Bob
the Builders pleading for victory. But once
again, the Bearcats fell to the Bulldogs with
a score of 73-58. Baruch uncharacteristically made just six of their 32 shot attempts
in the first half; yet, the team only trailed by
four points heading into the locker room.
Momentum swung back and forth in the second half, but Baruch was unable to gain any
substantial momentum.
Baruch and Brooklyn traded shots to open
the spectacle as the aforementioned trio either scored or assisted on the first two buckets. Baruch’s Chimaechi Ekekeugbor’s craftiness in the painted area gave the Bearcats a
7-2 lead five minutes into the contest, lifting
the fans from their earlier funk.
Both teams committed seven turnovers
in the first half: the glaring difference being
Brooklyn’s eight points off turnovers, while
Baruch failed to put a dent in the scoreboard.
Chima wrestled for offensive rebounds, but
the Bulldogs’ defense held firm, contested
shots and forced mistakes, which, in one instance, resulted in a breakaway dunk that
brought the few visiting supporters in the
stands to their feet. The Bulldogs’ 11-0 run
forced head coach John Alesi to call a timeout with 11:42 left in the half.
After the break, point guard Doyin Isaac
knocked down a pair of free throws after
drawing a foul. The Bulldogs responded
with a mid-range jumper thanks to a turnover by Markoe. Isaac then converted an
and-one opportunity, driving coast-to-coast
for a floater to ignite his teammates and the
fanatic spectators. Three possessions later,
Ekekeugbor chased a failed three-point attempt by William Sixsmith and hit an inside
hook to bring the Bearcats within one. The
seesaw battle rocked back and forth as alternating layups were followed by successful
free throws for the Bulldogs to ward off the
charging Bearcats. A barrage of errant looks

by both sides concluded the first half with
the home team down 23-19.
Brooklyn overwhelmed Baruch after the
intermission, stringing together 10 unanswered points in the first three minutes of the
half. Alesi shuffled his lineup by substituting
two of his three senior starters for freshmen William Sixsmith and Jason Pretto to
break the continuity, and it worked. With the
Bearcats down 15 with 15 minutes remaining
in the game, Pretto muscled his way through
a sea of defenders to corral his wayward shot
for a putback and a foul. He cleaned-up the
boards on a missed layup by Ekekeugbor
and set a screen to spring Roscigno free for
a three pointer. Following an off-target shot
by the Bulldogs, Chima sprinted behind the
defense, received a beautiful Kevin Loveesqe outlet pass from Roscigno and finished
at the rim, revitalizing the Baruch faithful.
The back-to-back Chima baskets cut the difference to eight and transformed the ARC
Arena into a madhouse.
Baruch shifted to a zone defense with 6:55
left on the clock, but Brooklyn countered
with consecutive threes from the corner and
the wing, ballooning the score to 52-40. Alesi
implemented a full-court press defense,
which he saw as a last resort because, “the

game was slipping away from [them] and
[they] needed to do something to try to give
[them]selves a chance at easy baskets.” Normally centered around a fortified half-court
defense, the defense’s new approach had De
La Cruz and Markoe swapped for Pretto and
Roscigno to reserve their energy for the offensive side of the ball. The press was hit-ormiss: either the Bulldogs broke through for
a bunny or the double-team led to an extra
possession for Baruch. It was too little, too
late as Brooklyn knocked down free throws
in the final minutes of the game. The starters
subbed out to a thunderous applause. and
the crowd was treated to a Stephen Curryrange three from Sixsmith as time expired.
“We really struggled on the offensive
side of the ball tonight. Typically, we’re a
very strong offensive team.,” said Alesi. “We
shoot the ball well. We’ve got one of the best
players in the league in Chima; shots weren’t
dropping tonight.”
The Bearcats averaged 80.2 points per
game against CUNYAC opponents, good for
fourth in the conference, but were stymied in
half-court sets throughout the match. Baruch
played Hunter College on Thursday, Feb.
18th in the CUNYAC Tournament. The match
ended after press time.
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The Baruch college men’s basketball team fell to the Brooklyn Bulldogs, 58-73, after a poor shooting
performance limited the team’s chance to rally late in the game.
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Jackson under pressure as Knicks continue midseason slump
BY MICHAEL FRIEDLICH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Since New York Knicks president Phil Jackson recently fired
head coach Derek Fisher, there
has been speculation about whom
Jackson will hire as a replacement.
More importantly, there has also
been doubt that Jackson will do
what is right for the Knicks for their
long-term success.
In March of 2014, Jackson
signed a five-year, $60million deal
to become the president of the
Knicks, with the option to opt-out
after the end of the 2016-17 NBA
season. Therefore, since Jackson
technically can leave the Knicks
after next season, he may not have
the Knicks’ long-term interests at
heart. Also, considering how much
the Knicks need to improve to compete for a championship, Jackson
probably needs more than the
three years left on his contract after this season to get the Knicks to
that level.
People have pointed to many
possible motives for Jackson to
leave New York once he gets his
chance to opt-out. First, Jackson’s
fiancee, Jeanie Buss, is a part owner
and president of the Los Angeles
Lakers and currently resides in Los
Angeles. Many have said that Jackson might want to move back to
Los Angeles to be with his fiancee.
He is also currently at a point in his
life where he has already accomplished so much, and may choose
to live the rest of his life away from
the game; Jackson is currently
70-years-old and will be 71 by the
time he can opt-out.
Some have also speculated that
Jackson could move back to Los
Angeles not only to be with his fiancee, but to also revive the struggling Lakers. Considering Jackson’s
past success with the Lakers, which
includes five championship titles

and two appearances as an AllStar game head coach, Los Angeles
would certainly take him back with
open arms. However, many believe
that Jackson’s icy relationship with
Jim Buss will prevent any reunion
with the Lakers. It has been widely
reported that Buss, the brother of
Jeanie Buss and part owner and executive vice president of basketball
operations of the Lakers, was the
catalyst behind distancing the Lakers organization from Jackson and
from whatever influence he had inside the organization.
Additionally, many have bemoaned Jackson’s steadfast adherence to the triangle offense in
picking a coach. There are many

candidates who would be a great
choice for any team in need of a
coach, such as Tom Thibodeau and
Scott Brooks. Thibodeau made the
playoffs in all five of the years he
coached the Chicago Bulls, and
many have said that he is the best
coach on the market for teams with
coaching needs.
Also, there are rumors circulating around the NBA that hiring
Brooks, former head coach for the
Oklahoma City Thunder, would
help the Knicks acquire Kevin Durant this summer in free agency.
However, many argue that the triangle offense limits the coaches
that the Knicks want to hire to only
those who have had experience

with the triangle. Since this would
eliminate talented coaches such as
Thibodeau, Brooks and many others from the realm of possibility,
the Knicks should consider moving
away from the triangle offense.
First, Jackson should not prevent the Knicks from hiring a coach
who has not had experience in the
triangle offense, because there
are so many talented coaches
currently available.
Also, not only could hiring
someone like Brooks attract a free
agent as talented as Durant, but
these high-profile coaches would
also be able to draw more free
agents to the Knicks-as opposed to
hiring one of Jackson’s friends. He
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Despite ﬁnding success with the Knicks earlier this season, Jackson has been the scapegoat for the team’s recent struggles.

already made the mistake of hiring
a friend and former player Derek
Fisher, after his initial plan of hiring
Golden State Warriors coach Steve
Kerr, who won a championship in
his first year as head coach, did not
pan out.
Therefore, he should learn
from that mistake by hiring someone who has already displayed
coaching prowess.
Unfortunately for Knicks fans,
Jackson will probably choose either
a former player that he coached or
one of his trusted assistants. For
example, one possibility could be
Luke Walton, the Warriors assistant coach. Walton played under
Jackson for more than five years,
making him a candidate aware
and capable of implementing the
triangle offense.
Rambis was an assistant coach
under Jackson with the Lakers for
seven years. Although Rambis was
an assistant for three of the five
times the Lakers won the championships, Rambis has struggled
mightily as a head coach. Overall, he has registered a 56-145 record, with a 32-132 record in his
two-year coaching stint with the
Minnesota Timberwolves.
Even if the Knicks rebound in
the second half of the season and
are able to make it to the playoffs,
Rambis would not be the best
hire given his lack of successful
coaching and the better coaching
candidates available.
If the Knicks get saddled with a
coach and a system that are both
concerned with implementing
the triangle offense, which is what
Jackson wanted, the Knicks might
need to rethink the leadership in
their front office.
Since Jackson is the only one
who wants the triangle offense, if
he opts-out, the Knicks are stuck
with Jackson’s preferred system
and coach.
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Baruch Weekly
THEME: POP ICONS

FEBRUARY 2016
MON

22
TUES

23
WED

24
THURS

25
FRI

26
SAT

27
SUN

28

ACROSS
1. Peyton Manning signal
6. *Lindsey Vonn’s tool
9. Pressed on the gas
13. Synthetic fabric
14. Manhole cover, e.g.
15. “Peanut Butter ____
Time”
16. Emergency pedal
17. Beehive State native
18. Use blunt end of pencil?
19. *Raunchy Amy
21. Conjoined
23. *Sir ____-a-Lot
24. Distinctive ﬂair
25. Symbol of strength
28. Top of Kilimanjaro, e.g.
30. *Oscar Madison’s
employer, “New York ____”
35. Major-leaguers
37. Part of McDonald’s logo
39. 2 halves of a diameter
40. “____ what you sow”
41. Scrabble pieces
43. The Destroyer in
Hinduism
44. *Ayn Rand novel, “____
Shrugged”
46. “____ of Eden”
47. Rubber bulb on an
old bike
48. Card game
50. Osiris’ wife

BLACK HISTORY MONTH: BLACKS IN THE WORKPLACE
6:00 p.m.-8:30 p.m. | VC 2-125 | Free
BIG BANK THEORY
6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m. | VC 3-210 | Free
MITSUI LUNCH TIME FORUM
11:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. | Library Building - 750 | Free
BLACK HISTORY MONTH: I THINK I EAT HEALTHY?
6:00 p.m.-8:30 p.m. | VC 2-125 | Free
WASSERMAN JEWISH STUDIES CENTER FILM SERIES: “PHOENIX”
5:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m. | VC Engelman Recital Hall | Free with Registration
GIRLS WHO CODE!
6:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m. | VC 3-210 | Free
DOMINICAN INDEPENDENCE DAY MIXER/INFO SESSION
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. | VC 3-210 | Free
HIPHOP PEDAGOGY: THE EVOLUTION OF BLACK MUSIC
6:00 p.m.-8:30 p.m. | VC 1-107 | Free
WIB FUNDRAISER #2: THE GOLDEN RACE
6:00 p.m.-8:30 p.m. | VC 2-125| Free

52. Shining one in “America
the Beautiful”
53. Attention-getting
interjection
55. Fleur-de-____
57. *Playboy octogenarian
60. *Homemaker
extraordinaire
64. Like ricin
65. Legal org.
67. *Annie Oakley starred
in it
68. *”Independence Day”
star
69. High craggy hill
70. Alex Haley’s “saga of an
American family”
71. *Lassie and Rin Tin Tin
72. Kimono tie
73. Church recesses
DOWN
1. Globes and balls, e.g.
2. Painter ____ Chagall
3. Indian nursemaid
4. Nonsense
5. Low hemoglobin
6. Talk like a drunk
7. American Girl ____
Kittredge
8. Utopian
9. Evening in Italy
10. Surveyor’s map
11. “Do it, or ____!”

12. Food coloring, e.g.
15. *Caitlyn nÈe Bruce
20. An American in Paris, e.g.
22. Morse Code dash
24. “...I heard him ____, ere
he drove out of sight...”
25. *Media mogul, actress
and trend-setter
26. Mountain ridge
27. Aussie “bear”
29. Famous canal
31. Poison ivy symptom
32. “Bye” to Banderas
33. Book in Paris
34. *Honoree of “Candle in
the Wind 1997”
36. Practice in the ring
38. Deputy F¸hrer Rudolf
____
42. Circus prop
45. Stop the ﬂow
49. Female pronoun
51. *Bogart, star of “The
Treasure of the ____ Madre”
54. Muse of love poetry
56. One clean one?
57. Main Web page
58. Oﬀ-ramp
59. If the shoe does this?
60. Delhi wrap
61. Commotions
62. Network of nerves
63. Coin throw
64. Medicinal amt.
66. *Jamaican Ras Tafari
follower

REBECCA VICENTE | THE TICKER

CROSSWORD SOLUTION:

ARCOLRIS SANDOVAL QUARTET
8:00 p.m. -9:30 p.m. | BPAC | $20 with Student ID

ISSUE 12

BROOKYLYN COLLEGE PREPARATORY CENTER FACULTY RECITAL*
1:15 p.m.-3:30 p.m. | Brooklyn College - Studio 312 | Free
MEN’S VOLLEYBALL: BARUCH VS. CARTHAGE COLLEGE
3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. | B2 Level - Main Gym | Free
NYC FEMINIST ZINE FEST 2016
12:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. | Barnard College - James Room | Free
NEW YORK FLUTE CLUB
5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. | BPAC | $15 with Student ID
*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

PEER TIP OF THE WEEK

FUN FACT

CHECK OUT THIS WEEK’S WORDS OF WISDOM FROM PEERS FOR CAREERS, AMBASSADORS OF SCDC

27 students participated in the Sophomore Year
Navigating Careers program at the STARR Career

“Looking for more categories to ﬁll in that white space of your resume? Not enough
professional experience to stand out from the crowd? Consider including the following: business/
technical projects (yes, we all did at least one group project at Baruch), relevant coursework,
honors and awards, volunteer experience, language and interests, or even your Linkedin URL! “
--KAREN CHOI
PEER FOR CAREER

SAVE THE DATE

Development Center where they completed four weeks of
intensive training on resume, interview, networking and
business etiquette. SYNC is not accepting applications for
the spring 2016 cohort. Visit STARR Search under workshop
for more information.

INTERNSHIP UPDATE

EVENTS

NYU LAW SCHOOL - BRENNAN CENTER FOR JUSTICE

Cover Letters and Other Business Correspondence,
Tuesday, February 23rd, 12:30-2:00 PM, VC 2-190

Summer 2016 Internship

Learn how to eﬀectively prepare for a well-written cover letter for
job applications.

No Major, No Problem!
Wednesday, February 24th, 12:30-2:00 PM, VC 8-140
Gain access on how majors connect with possible careers.

Create Your Own Major: The Ad Hoc,
Thursday, February 25th, 12:30-2:00 PM, VC 2-190

Learn how to combine courses from several departments, and/or
across schools, into a unique and coherent major.

Standing Out In Application Process with Government,
Thursday, February 25th, 3:00–4:00 PM, VC 2-190
Learn tips and tricks you can use to market yourself and stand
out from other applicants.

The Brennan Center for Justice is
a non-partisan public policy and law
institute that focuses on improving
the systems of democracy and justice. The intern support staﬀ in our
New York oﬃce includes ﬁelds in
Communications, Democracy, Development, Finance & Operations, Justice, and Liberty & National Security
Programs/Departments.
Development: assisting in event
organization; updating the fundraising database; researching funding
opportunities; tracking public appearances; and assisting in donor
correspondence.

Communications: tracking and
organizing press coverage; managing our press database; creating press
clips and tear-sheets; building and
updating press lists; creating and editing event transcripts.
Democracy: providing support for
litigation, assisting in the research for
and rollout of reports, and aiding the
programs advocacy eﬀorts in Voting,
Money in Politics, Fair Courts, and
Redistricting. Justice Tracking developments in criminal justice; building
lists of key stakeholders; conducting
background research; assisting with
report research, editing, and rollout.

Liberty & National Security: conducting research on program issues,
such as surveillance, religious and
racial proﬁling, and counter-terrorism initiatives; copy-editing and cite
checking research papers, blogs, opeds, or other materials; assisting with
scheduling, mailing publications, and
maintaining contact lists.
Qualiﬁcations: independent selfstarters; detail-oriented; energetic;
punctual; and highly organized. Database experience is very helpful.
Visit STARR Search for more information (ID: 87149).

